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1

systems , and apparatuses that enableeither a user, or some

SHARING ONLY A PART OF A WEB

PAGE — THE PART SELECTED BY A USER

automated system to perform a multitude of functions such

as mark -up, select match, search , and / or highlight portions
of content ( such as text, images , etc. ) on a document for
5 better visibility , later retrieval, display, publishing, sharing
The present application is a continuation - in -part of U.S. with one or more other users , and a set of multiple improve
patent application Ser. No. 17 / 112,544 filed on Dec. 4 , 2020 . ments to existing computer technologies. The present inven
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 17 / 112,544 was a divisional tion also relates to enabling content providers, browsers , and
ofU.S.patent application Ser. No. 16/ 406,589 filed on May authors of web - based content to enable highlighter function
8 , 2019. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 16 /406,589 was a 10
on web pages ; and for searching for and ranking, rating
continuation - in -part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. ality
or
otherwise
indicating the significance of a document, or a
15 /042,977 filed on Feb. 12 , 2016 ( now issued as U.S. Pat. portion thereof
other things , the invention also
No. 10,289,294 ) . U.S. ent application Ser. No. 15/042 , provides simple. Amongst
and
effective
to manipulate a
977 was a continuation - in -part of U.S. patent application URL to automatically invokemechanisms
enhanced
functionality
to
Ser. No. 13 / 831,331 filed on May 14 , 2013 (now issued as 15
U.S. Pat . No. 9,292,617 ) . U.S. patent application Ser. No. work with a user's web browsing session .
13 / 831,331 was a continuation - in -part of Ser. No. 11/766 ,
BACKGROUND
786 filed on Jun . 21 , 2007 (now issued as U.S. Pat. No.
8,910,060 ) . U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11 / 766,786
A wealth of information is available on the Internet, and
claimed benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application with 20 particularly
that segment of the Internet referred to generally
Ser. No. 60 /815,467 filed on Jun . 22 , 2006. Further Ser. No.
11 / 766,786 incorporated U.S. patent application Ser. No. as the World Wide Web . However, despite vast improve
11 / 766,669 (now issued as U.S. Pat. No. 8,661,031 ) , the ments in search engines, finding the particular information
contents of all of these applications are hereby incorporated that one is interested in can still be a challenging and
by reference in their entirety. Further, U.S. Pat . No. 7,966 , 25 time - consuming task . Perhaps even more frustrating is the
623 filed on Ser. No. 06/22/2007 is also incorporated by lack of tools available to enable a user to retrieve previously
RELATED APPLICATIONS

reference into the present application in entirety. U.S. Pat .
No. 7,844,891 filed on Jun . 21 , 2007 is also incorporated by
reference into the present application in entirety. U.S. Pat .
No. 8,156,178 filed on Mar. 5 , 2007 is also incorporated by
reference into the present application in entirety . U.S. Pat .
No. 8,352,573 filed on Jun . 22 , 2007 is also incorporated by
reference into the present application in entirety . U.S. Pat .
No. 8,661,031 filed on Jun . 21 , 2007 is also incorporated by
reference into the present application in entirety . U.S. Pat .
No. 8,910,060 filed on Jun . 21 , 2007 is also incorporated by
reference into the present application in entirety. U.S. patent
application Ser. No. 11 / 766,791 filed on Jun . 21 , 2007 is also
incorporated by reference into the present application in
entirety. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13 / 678,547 filed on
Nov. 16 , 2012 is also incorporated by reference into the
present application in entirety. U.S. patent application Ser.
No. 14 /067,875 filed on Oct. 30 , 2013 is also incorporated
by reference into the present application in entirety. U.S.
patent application Ser. No. 14/ 168,417 filed on Jan. 30 , 2014
is also incorporated by reference into the present application
in entirety. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/ 170,084 filed
on Jan. 31 , 2014 is also incorporated by reference into the
present application in entirety. U.S. patent application Ser.
No. 14 /249,772 filed on Apr. 10 , 2014 is also incorporated
by reference into the present application in entirety. U.S.
patent application Ser. No. 14/ 067,875 filed on Oct. 30 , 2013
is also incorporated by reference into the present application

searched for and discovered information . In the realm of
search and retrieval, search engines aid in the search but

leave much to be desired when it comes to information

30 retrieval.

Around the year 2005 there were over 1 billion users on
the Internet, with around 20 billion web documents , and
over 70 million active web domains. Why do people
“ search ” on the internet ? Because they are looking for
35 specific information . In the real world one speaks about
‘ Search & Retrieve” in one breath . The Dictionary defines
search as “ To come to know ; learn ,” it's a first time
experience; on the other hand retrieve is defined as “ To bring
back again ; revive or restore.” The key differentiator being :
40 retrieve is getting to information that was previously found
( whether by us or by others ).
One common mechanism used for information retrieval is
referred to generally as a bookmark . A bookmark is a
mechanism or function enabling a user to save a copy of a

45 uniform resource locator (URL ) . For example , if a user finds
an article of interest at URL , http : //www.interesting-article
.com / article_12345.htm , the user can save the URL as a

bookmark so that at later time the user can simply select

(e.g. , with a mouse or other pointing device) the bookmark

50 to reload the document associated with the URL . The user
might choose to categorize the bookmarks. Traditionally,
bookmarks have been facilitated by a web browser applica
tion and stored at the computer on which the web browser

in entirety. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 17/ 037,247 filed
on Sep. 29 , 2020 is also incorporated by reference into the 55
present application in entirety. U.S. patent application Ser.
No. 17 / 102,247 filed on Nov. 23 , 2020 is also incorporated
by reference into the present application in entirety. U.S.

application resides . However, more recently online book
bookmarks online , making the bookmarks accessible from
any network -connected computer.
As a means of information retrieval, bookmarks have

marking services have provided users with a way to store

patent application Ser. No. 17/ 077,554 filed on Oct. 22 , 2020 several shortcomings. One problem with bookmarks is they
is also incorporated by reference into the present application 60 provide little, if any, explanation or context as to what it is
in entirety .
about the associated document that may be significant. For
instance , a bookmark simply associates a URL with a
FIELD
document. A user may generate a bookmark for a particular
web page because of a single passage in an article, or a
The present invention relates generally to computer net- 65 particular blog entry on a web page with many blog entries .
work based information retrieval and sharing techniques. When the user retrieves the web page at a later time by
More particularly , the present invention relates to methods, means of selecting the bookmark , the user may not be able

US 11,429,685 B2
3

4

to remember what it is that is significant about the web page evant web page with a web browser, he or she may still not
and why he or she saved the bookmark in the beginning.
appreciate the relevance of the specific content. That is , the
Another problem with bookmarks is that they become recipient may not understand or realize the significance of
stale , and in some cases expire, over time . For instance, an the web page as a whole, and therefore may not spend the
internet document may change between the time that a user 5 time necessary to read and understand the content.
generates a bookmark, and then revisits the associated web
A variety of attempts have been made at organizing the
page at a later time . In some cases , a URL , may expire vast amount of material ( e.g. , internet documents or web
altogether. For example, the document associated with the pages ) available on the Internet in general, and the World
URL may be removed from the server such that the URL
Wide Web in particular. Many attempts at organizing inter

returns an error message indicating the document no longer 10 net documents are directed at making it easier to perform
exists .
searches and for identifying the most relevant material.
Another problem with bookmarks is they are a less than Although certain techniques for organizing internet docu
ideal mechanism for sharing information . For example, to ments have proven more successful than others, each
share information with a bookmark facilitated by a web

method suffers from one or more flaws.

browser application , a user must generally email the book- 15 One approach to the problem involves organizing internet
mark to another user. When the recipient receives the email documents into a predetermined hierarchy to form a direc
including the bookmark , the user must select the link if the tory of content. Under this approach , a directory or hierar
bookmark is implemented as a user - selectable link in order chical structure is created that includes several categories
to initiate loading of the associated document in the user's and perhaps several sub - categories based on subject matter.
web browser application. Often the bookmark is not a 20 Next, one or more persons individually analyzes each inter
user- selectable link . In this case , the user must copy -and- net document and assigns the document to one or more
paste , or type, the corresponding URL of the bookmark into categories.
the address bar of the web browser application. The copyThis general approach suffers from numerous problems .
and -paste method sometimes does not work because of First , because this approach does not depend on automated
special characters, such as carriage return and line feed 25 analysis, the vast amount of material that requires analysis
characters, in the URL . In any case , the additional steps makes this approach expensive (in terms of man -hours ) to
required to access the relevant document are often viewed as implement. That is , employees of the enterprise providing
burdensome. Often it is only a subset of individuals who end the search service must spend significant amounts of time , at
up going through the process necessary to load the relevant the employer's expense , analyzing and categorizing web

document . When the relevant document is finally loaded into 30 pages . Furthermore, because the analysis is dependent upon

and displayed by the recipient's web browser, the recipient
of the bookmark may not appreciate the relevance of the
associated document.
Realizing that many email recipients will not follow
embedded links, some senders have devised a strategy
wherein they copy - paste the relevant portions of an internet
document into the body of an email . However, this simply
shifts the copy -paste workload from the recipient to the
sender. Furthermore , on the receiving end, the context is lost
and credibility is in doubt as to the authenticity of the pasted
material with respect to the original content. Thus, improved
tools for information retrieval and collaboration are needed .
Web - based content providers, such as news websites
and / or blog websites often provide users with a button
enabling the user to generate and send an email including a
hyperlink back to a news story or blog entry, or a copy of the
news story or blog entry embedded in the email. Accordingly, if a friend would like to share a news story from a
news website or a blog entry from a blog website , the user
can simply press ( e.g. , with a mouse or pointing device) a
graphical user interface button to generate an email with an
embedded copy of, or a link to , the relevant web page . The
recipient of the email can then view the relevant web page ,
either directly in the email , or by selecting a hyperlink in the
email .
Sharing content in this manner has a few drawbacks. First ,
because many websites generate emails that only include a
hyperlink back to a relevant web page , as opposed to an
embedded copy of the relevant web page , recipients of such
emails must go through the process of loading the relevant
web page by selecting , copying and pasting, or typing the
relevant URL of the hyperlink. This means that a recipient
of the email must select (e.g. , with a mouse or pointing
device ) the hyperlink in the email in order to retrieve the
relevant article with his or her web browser application .
Many users would rather not be bothered with this extra
step . Furthermore, after the recipient has retrieved the rel-

35

40
45

50
55

60

65

human reasoning and the number of persons needed to
perform the analysis is significant, there is a significant
likelihood that inconsistencies will exist. For instance the
interpretation by different persons analyzing the content is
likely to differ, thereby resulting in inconsistent organization
of the content. Moreover, as web authoring tools have
improved , web - based content has become much more
dynamic. Consequently, content must be frequently revisited
and re -analyzed in order to maintain accurate categorization.
A second approach to the problem involves automating
the task of organizing content by using software agents
( referred to as bots ) to analyze content ( including metadata
associated with each document .) Under this approach, a
software agent referred to as a bot or web -crawler automati
cally performs an analysis of a large number of internet
documents , and creates an index based on the analysis . The
index is then used by a search engine to perform a “ look - up ”
of those documents that include key words or phrases
specified in a search query . The search results will generally
be ordered or ranked based on document relevance, for
example , measured as the number of times a key word is
included in a document.
One problem with this approach is that content authors
can easily manipulate search results by including metadata
in an internet document. For instance, if enterprise A is a
competitor of enterprise B , enterprise A can include as
metadata the name of enterprise B in its internet documents .
This will raise the level of significance of enterprise A's
internet documents for searches that include as a keyword
the name of enterprise B. For example, if a user performs a
search for the name of enterprise B , an internet document of
enterprise A is likely to be included in the search results, and
possibly listed higher in order than an internet document for
enterprise B. This ability to manipulate search results makes
this method problematic .
In yet another approach to the problem , metadata manipu
lation is overcome by determining an internet document's
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relevance based on an analysis of incoming links directed to
?
a particular internet document. For example
, if the analysis
of a large number of internet documents indicates that a
particular internet document is the most frequently linked to

user to , among other things, highlight text and objects on an
internet document, according to an embodiment of the
invention;
FIG . 8 illustrates an example of a user interface object,
document in the group , then there is an assumption that the 5 referred to herein as a collaboration panel , which enables a
internet document is the most relevant. Moreover, the weight user to share an internet document containing user - generated
given to each incoming link to a document might vary in highlights with another user , according to an embodiment of
accordance with the relevance of the document containing the invention ;
the link . That is , if a document that is deemed highly
FIG . 9 illustrates an example of an email with user
relevant includes a link to another document, that link may 10 generated highlights, according to an embodiment of the
be given greater weight because of the high relevance of the invention ;
FIGS . 10 through 12 illustrate various user interface
document containing the link. This type of analysis is
explained in greater detail in U.S. Pat . No. 6,285,999 , features of a highlighter web portal, according to an embodi
of the invention ;
entitled , “ Method for Node Ranking in ?a Linked Database . " 15 ment
FIG . 13 illustrates an example of a web page providing a
One of the primary problems with this approach is that an
internet document's relevance is determined not by the snippet of code for adding a highlighter roll to a web page ,
end - users ( e.g. , the readers ) of the internet document, but by according to an embodiment of the ainvention ; and
FIG . 14 illustrates an example of a web page with a user
the authors of other internet documents. Consequently, only
content authors have a “ vote ” in determining a document's interface object referred to herein as a highlight roll , accord
relevance . Many users (e.g. , readers ) of Internet content 20 ing to an embodiment of the invention.
FIG . 15 illustrates an example of an internet document, or
either have no desire to be publishers of content, or do not
have the technical savvy to publish content. In any case , web page , with user -generated highlights, according to an
of the invention ;
these users are not provided a voice in determining the embodiment
FIG . 16 illustrates an example of a web page providing a
relevance of Internet content. Consequently, a better method
25 search interface , according to an embodiment of the inven
of determining content relevance is desirable.
tion ;
SUMMARY
FIG . 17 illustrates an example of a web page providing an
advanced search interface, according to an embodiment of
A method, system , program and apparatus for directly the invention ;
sharing content portions is disclosed . An ordinary user, using 30 FIGS . 18 and 19 illustrate methods, according to embodi
a standard browser is empowered to be able to select ments of the invention , for ordering internet documents to be
portions of content within a currently displayed internet listed in the search results of a search query ; and ,
FIG . 20 illustrates aa method , according an embodiment
document. The user is presented with the ability to share the
content portions selected by him specifically, and share them of the invention, for assigning a document relevance score
with his social graph and / or publish them to other locations. 35 (e.g. , highlight rank ) to one or more documents, based on an
All this is accomplished without requiring additional soft- analysis of user - generated highlights on the one or more
documents .
ware components be installed by the user .
Other aspects of the invention are described below in
FIG . 21 illustrates an example of a network environment
including a content provider for serving a web document
connection with the description of the figures.
40 with a user interface object for directly invoking a high
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
lighting service, according to an embodiment of the inven
tion ;
The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in
FIG . 22 illustrates an example of a network environment
and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate an including a content provider with a software agent for

implementation of the invention and , together with the 45 indirectly invoking a highlighting service via a system of
description, serve to explain the advantages and principles application programming interface (API) calls , according to
of the invention. In the drawings,
an embodiment of the invention;
FIG . 1 illustrates an example of a computer network
FIG . 23 illustrates an example of a web page providing a
environment including a highlighting or highlighter server, snippet of code for adding highlighter functionality to a
according to an embodiment of the invention ;
50 third -party web page , according to an embodiment of the

FIGS . 2 and 3 illustrate data flow diagrams showing an invention ;
example of the data flow between an end -user's computing
FIG . 24 illustrates an example of a web page providing a
device , a highlighter server , and a content provider accord- snippet of code for adding highlighter functionality to a third
party web page , according to an embodiment of the inven
ing to an embodiment of the invention ;
FIG . 4 illustrates a logical block diagram showing an 55 tion ;
example of the logical components of a highlighter server
FIG . 25 illustrates an example of a web page providing a
according to an embodiment of the invention ;
selection of user interface objects, which may be used to
FIG . 5 illustrates an example of a registration procedure invoke a highlighting service according to an embodiment of
by which an unregistered user converts to a registered user, the invention ;
60
according to an embodiment of the invention ;
FIG . 26 illustrates an example of a news -related web page
FIG . 6 illustrates an example of a user interface object, with a user interface object enabling highlighter function
referred to herein as a highlighter panel, which enables a ality provided by a highlighting service, according to an
user to , among other things, highlight text and objects on an embodiment of the invention ;
internet document, according to an embodiment of the
FIG . 27 illustrates an example of a blog web page with a
65 user interface object enabling highlighter functionality pro
invention;
FIG . 7 illustrates an example of a user interface object, vided by a highlighting service , according to an embodiment
referred to herein as a highlighter toolbar, which enables a of the invention ; and
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FIG . 28 illustrates an example of a user profile web page
including two user interface objects and for invoking a
highlighting service , according to an embodiment of the

first user has made a highlight to a particular internet
document, a subsequent user viewing the same document
with the highlighting service invoked will optionally be able
invention .
to see the first user's highlight( s ). Similarly, ifmultiple users
5 previously made highlights to a particular document, a
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
subsequent user will be able to see all user's highlights. To
avoid becoming overwhelmed with highlights, a user, and / or
Reference will now be made in detail to an implementa- the system , can configure the settings of the highlighting
tion consistent with the present invention as illustrated in the service such that only highlights made by user - selected
accompanying drawings. Wherever possible , the same ref- 10 persons ( including oneself ), or those persons who are a
erence numbers will be used throughout the drawings and member of a user -selected and /or system - selected group , are

the following description to refer to the same or like parts . displayed. In yet another aspect , a user may generate and
Although discussed with reference to these illustrations, the send an email to another user such that the email includes the
present invention is not limited to the implementations highlighted portions of text and /or the entire document as
illustrated therein . Hence , the reader should regard these 15 highlighted.
illustrations merely as examples of embodiments of the
It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that
present invention , the full scope of which is measured only various architectures may be used to implement a highlight
in terms of the claims following this description . In particu- ing service consistent with the invention described herein .
lar, many of the various aspects and features of the invention Furthermore, although many functions described herein are
are most easily understood by those skilled in the art when 20 attributed to either a client or a server, those skilled in the art
conveyed as user interface features . However, those skilled will appreciate that in alternative embodiments of the inven
in the art will appreciate that the user interface elements tion , a function attributed herein to a server , may in fact be
illustrated and described are examples, and the invention is implemented on , or provided by a client device . Similarly , a
not to be limited by those user interface features specifically function described herein as being provided by a client, may
illustrated in the drawings.
25 be provided by a server in an alternative embodiment of the
Consistent with one embodiment of the invention , a
highlighting service is provided by a highlighting server,
which enables a user to manipulate the user interface of a

invention . Other aspects of the invention will become appar
ent from the descriptions of the drawings that follow .
Although the present invention is described herein pri

web browser application executing at the user's client device marily in the context of a highlighting service , those skilled
to selectively highlight the text of an internet document 30 in the art will recognize a wide variety of other applications
received from a content provider's server. In so doing, any that are consistent with the general spirit of the invention .
portions of text highlighted by the user are captured by the For instance , consistent with another embodiment of the
highlighter server. For example, the portion of high- invention , a client web browser directs a request for a
lighted by the user is communicated to the highlighter document ( either directly , or indirectly ) to a content provider
server, where it is stored . Accordingly, the highlighter server 35 hosting the document. The request may be directed to an
enables a user to easily retrieve the highlighted text at a later intermediate server or intercepted by an intermediate server ,

time . In addition, the highlighter server enables a user to which in turn , forwards the document request on to the
annotate and share the highlighted text , along with the content provider server. The content provider server sends
internet document, with other users .
the requested internet document to the intermediate server
The highlighter server enables a user to selectively high- 40 where it is modified in some manner " on the fly ” . That is , the
light text via a conventional web browser interface, for requested internet document is modified by the intermediate
example, by controlling a customizable cursor with a point- server in near real time , before it is forwarded on to the
ing device (e.g. , a mouse , trackball, joystick) . The manner in requesting client web browser. Accordingly, the requesting
which the user manipulates the user interface to selectively client web browser receives a modified copy of the
highlight text is similar to the way in which a user would 45 requested document, without making any actual modifica
highlight text in any number of conventional text editing tion to the document stored on the content provider server.
applications. For example , the user may simply press and In an alternative embodiment of the invention , the requested
hold a button of a pointing device while manipulating a document is communicated from the intermediate server to
cursor with the pointing device to select a particular portion the client web browser in its original unmodified form , along
of text. However, in accordance with an embodiment of the 50 with a code module. At the client web browser, the code
invention and in contrast to conventional text editing appli- module is executed or interpreted, causing the client to
cations, the highlighter server enables a user to highlight the modify the original document in some manner.
text and graphics of internet documents served from a
The modification to the document made by the interme

content provider server with the conventional controls and diate server in near real time ( or the client) may include
features of a web browsing application, without installing 55 overlaying an object on the document, changing a portion of
any special software . Moreover, any highlights made by the the document, altering the references in aa document, adding
user are communicated in near - real - time to the highlighter an additional element or component to the internet docu
server without any need for any additional user interaction . ment, or alternatively, removing or deleting a portion or
Consequently, any highlights the user makes are automati- element of the originally requested document. For example,
cally saved at the highlighter server and can easily be viewed 60 in one embodiment of the invention, a portion of the
during a subsequent web browsing session . In an alternative document may be highlighted. In another embodiment of the
embodiment of the invention , the highlights could be saved invention , an advertisement may be added or deleted from
on a local device .
the originally requested document. In yet another embodi
In addition to enabling a user to easily retrieve highlighted ment of the invention , a textual portion of the document may
portions of internet documents, the highlighter server facili- 65 be italicized, underlined , made bold , or have its color
tates various methods of sharing highlighted portions of text changed. In any case , the document is being modified by the
with other users . For instance , in one embodiment, after a

intermediate server .
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System Architecture
FIG . 1 illustrates an example of a computer network
environment including a highlighter server 10 , according to
an embodiment of the invention. As illustrated in FIG . 1 , the
highlighter server 10 is communicatively coupled by means
of a network 12 to several content provider servers ( e.g. ,
14 - a and 14 - b) . In addition, the highlighter server 10 is
communicatively coupled by means of a network 12 to a
user's client computer 16. It will be appreciated by those
skilled in the art that the computing environment illustrated
in FIG . 1 is but one example, and aa wide variety of computer
and network configurations might be used without departing
from the spirit of the invention . For instance, the user
computer, although depicted in FIG . 1 as a desktop computer, may be any of a wide variety of computing devices ,
including but not limited to : desktop computer, laptop
computer, personal digital assistant, or mobile handset.
Furthermore , although in the examples provided herein the
highlighter server 10 is shown as a separate component, in
one embodiment of the invention the highlighting service
executing on the highlighter server 10 may reside and
execute on a content provider server (e.g. , 14 - a , or 14 - b ) , or
a server under the control of a content provider.
In general, the user utilizes a web browser application on
client computer 16 to access and display content in the form
of internet documents or web pages , which are stored in
whole or in part on various content providers (e.g. , 14 - a and
14-6 ) . In one embodiment of the invention, a user invokes
the highlighter service by prepending the address or uniform

display highlights on a per group basis , such that only
highlights from those members of a particular group are
displayed. Similarly, an embodiment of the invention may
enable a user to build out a social network , for example, by
specifying who the user considers to be direct contacts .
Accordingly, the user may configure the highlighting service
to display highlights of all users within the user's social
network, up to a certain degree of separation ( e.g. , a friend
of a friend ).
The highlighting service enables the user to generate
highlights with conventional web browser controls. For
example, in one embodiment of the invention , the user
generates a highlight by simply pressing a button of a cursor
control device (e.g. , mouse) and dragging the cursor across
an object before letting up on the button . The highlights
generated by a user, according to an embodiment of the
invention , are persistent over user - initiated cursor activity as
well as web browsing sessions . That is , after making a
highlight, each user -generated highlight remains even after
the user clicks on a different portion of the internet docu
ment. Similarly, a user can navigate away from an internet
document or web page on which the user has made a
highlight, and the next time the user revisits the web page ,
the highlight will be visible so long as the user has invoked
a highlighting session via the highlighting service .
In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighting
service is enabled without requiring the user to download
and install a client - side software application . That is , the

ingly, a user may configure the highlighting service to
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resource locator (URL) of the highlighter server 10 prior to 30 highlighting service is enabled via the standard functions of

the URL of an internet document that the user is requesting.
In one embodiment of the invention , a bookmarklet, which
is a button with associated code that typically resides on a
web browser toolbar, automatically prepends the address of

the web browser application on the client side . For instance ,
in one embodiment of the invention, asynchronous
JAVASCRIPT and extensible markup language ( XML ),
referred to as Ajax, are used to provide an interactive user

the highlighting server to the address of a document, thereby 35 experience via a conventional web browser application,
invoking the highlighting service.
without the need for downloading and installing any cus
Consistent with an embodiment of the invention , once a tomized software . Alternatively, the highlighting service
highlighter session has been invoked, a user has at his or her may be enabled by a browser plug - in or browser extension .
disposal a variety of tools for highlighting text and objects For instance, a user may download and install a software
of an internet document. For instance , in one embodiment of 40 application that when executed, works in conjunction with a
the invention , a highlighter tool panel will appear in the web web browser application to enhance the functionality of the
browser window and provide the user with a selection of web browser application — in this case , enabling the high
controls enabling various features and functions of the lighting service . In yet another embodiment, the highlighting
highlighting service. In another embodiment of the inven- service may be enabled by a stand alone software applica
tion, various controls may be provided by a highlighter 45 tion . That is , the client side functionality of the highlighting
toolbar. In any case , the basic function of the highlighting service may be attributed to a daemon , or some other stand
service is to enable a user to highlight an object ( e.g. , text, alone software application .

graphical images , etc. ) of an internet document, such that the
highlighted portion ( s) can easily be recalled at a later time
and / or shared with other users . Accordingly, as the user
highlights an object, the highlighted object is communicated
to the highlighter server 10 where it is stored . In one
embodiment of the invention, the highlighted object ( e.g. , a
selection of text) is stored along with any annotations or
comments the user may have added, as well as a date and
time indicating when the highlight was generated . The
highlighted object and its associated data are stored in such
a manner as to be associated with the user who generated the
highlight. This allows the user to recall and view highlights
from previous highlighting sessions . Furthermore , as each
highlight is associated with a source (e.g. , a person responsible for generating the highlight ), users can configure the
highlighting service to display highlights on a per user basis .
That is , a user may configure the settings of the highlighting
service to display only the highlights of a particular user, or
group of users . For instance, as described in greater detail
below , users may create and subscribe to groups . Accord-
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FIGS . 2 and 3 illustrate a data flow diagram showing an
example of the data flow between an end - user's computing
device, a highlighter server, and a content provider accord
ing to an embodiment of the invention . As illustrated in FIG .
2 , a highlighting session is invoked when, at step 1 , a user
directs an initial request via the user's web browser appli
cation to the highlighting service hosted by the highlighter
server 10. The initial request, although directed to the
highlighter server 10 , includes the address of a desired
internet document. For instance, the address of the high
lighter server 10 may be prepended to the beginning of the
address of the requested document such that the request is
sent to the highlighter server 10 , but includes the address of
the desired document hosted at the content provider 14 - a .
For instance, such a request may be of the form : " http : //
roohit.com/http://www.news.com/article123.htm ” .
Once the highlighter server 10 receives the initial request,
the highlighter server 10 analyzes the initial request and
extracts the address of the requested document. For
example , the address extraction logic 22 ( shown in FIG . 4 )
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extracts the address of the requested internet document (e.g. , generated a highlight on the currently displayed page , then
" www.news.com/article123.htm ” ) from the request received the highlighting service will communicate the appropriate
by the highlighter server 10 (e.g. , " http://roohit.com/http:// information to the client so that the highlight will be
www.news.com/article123.htm " ). Accordingly , at step 2 , the displayed .
forwarding logic 22 (shown in FIG . 4 ) of the highlighter 5 FIG . 4 illustrates a logical block diagram showing an
server 10 forwards the document request to the content example of the logical components of a highlighter server 10
provider that is hosting the requested document. At step 3 , according to an embodiment of the invention . As illustrated
the content provider responds by communicating the origi- in FIG . 4 , the highlighter server 10 includes network and
nal requested document to the highlighter server 10 .
communications logic 20 for communicating data with
Once the highlighter server 10 receives the original docu- 10 various other computing devices, including client computers
ment from the content provider, the highlighter server 10 and content provider servers . In one embodiment of the
analyzes the original document and modifies various object invention, the network and communication logic 20 imple
references within the original document. For instance, in one ments the necessary network and communication protocols ,
embodiment of the invention , the highlighter server 10 such as transfer control protocol and the internet protocol

includes reference modification logic 24 for modifying 15 (TCP /IP ) for sending and receiving data over a network,

various references by prepending the highlighter server
address to the existing addresses in the reference. Conse-

such as the public Internet. A variety of other well known
communication and networking protocols may be used in

application will direct a request to the highlighter server 10

In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighter

quently, when an object is requested, the web browser

accordance with an embodiment of the invention .

for those objects with modified references. Finally, at step 4 , 20 server 10 includes address extraction and forwarding logic

the modified document is communicated from the highlighter server 10 to the client computer 16 .
As illustrated in FIG . 3 , when the client computer 16
receives the modified document, it attempts to request the
various objects that are referenced in the document. Accordingly, at step 5 , for those objects stored directly at the
content provider, the client computer 16 sends object
requests to the content provider 14 - a . Requests sent directly
to the content provider 14 - a are serviced by the content
provider 14 - a , and at step 6 one or more objects are returned
to the client computer 16. For those objects which have had
their reference previously modified ( e.g. , by prepending the
address of the highlighter server ), the client computer directs
one or more object requests to the highlighting service (e.g. ,
at step 7 ) . In turn , at step 8 , the highlighting server 10
communicates a request for the object to the content provider 14 - a . The content provider communicates the object to
the highlighting server at step 9 , and finally, at step 10 the
object is communicated to the client computer 16 which
displays the internet document in a web browser window .
Referring again to FIG . 2 , if a user requests a document
that has previously been highlighted ( e.g. , by the requesting
user , or another user ), the highlighter server 10 will modify
the original document by inserting the necessary object
reference to ensure that the highlight ( s ) are displayed when
the document is rendered by the user's web browser application . For instance, the reference modification logic 24 of
the highlighter server 10 will modify the object reference in
the original document, such that the modified object reference will cause the particular object (e.g. , selection of text)
to be highlighted when displayed by the web browser
application . In another embodiment of the invention , a
portion of executable or interpretable code sent from the
highlighter server 10 to the client enables the client to query
the
highlighter server 10. Accordingly, the query is processed by the highlighting service, and if a particular document has been previously highlighted, the necessary data is
sent to the client's web browser application to show the
highlights. In one embodiment of the invention , the query
indicates the URL of the currently displayed document. The
highlighting service determines whether the URL is associated with any previously generated user highlights. If so , the
highlighting service determines if the current user (e.g. , the
user viewing the document) has configured the highlight
filtering mechanisms to display any of the previously generated user highlights. If the user has optionally selected to
view highlights from one or more users who have previously
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22 as well as reference modification logic 24. As described
above , when the highlighter server 10 receives a request for
a document hosted by another content provider, the address
extraction and forwarding logic 22 extracts the document
address of the requested document from the initial request
received at the highlighter server 10 , and then forwards the
extracted document address to the proper content provider
14. Similarly, the reference modification logic 24 modifies
object references in original documents received from con
tent provider servers prior to sending the object references in
the modified document to the client computer. Object ref
erences are modified , for example, to ensure that certain
object requests are directed to the highlighter server , and
other requests are directed directly to the content provider.
In one embodiment of the invention, the highlighter
server 10 includes page caching logic 31. Accordingly, when
a client requests a document hosted at a content provider, the
highlighter server 10 may check its cache to determine if the
highlighter server 10 has a current copy of the document
stored locally. If so , the highlighter server 10 does not need
to forward the request to the content provider, but instead ,
the highlighter server 10 can retrieve and serve the docu
ment from its cache.
In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighter
server 10 includes user account registration logic 26. As
described in greater detail below, in one embodiment of the
invention , a user can access and use the highlighting service
in one of two modes- as a registered user, or as an unreg
istered user. As an unregistered user , the user is not
prompted to enter or provide any personal information or
set -up a username and / or password . The highlighting service
allows unregistered users to save and share highlights.
However, if an unregistered user would like to become a
registered user, the user account registration logic 26 facili
tates the generation of a user account while preserving all
previously generated highlights . That is , the highlight ser
vice will merge an unregistered user's data into a registered
account, thereby preserving any configuration settings and
highlights the user made as an unregistered user.
In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighter
server 10 includes page saving logic 28 and unique URL
generating logic 30. In certain situations, a user may desire
to save a copy of an internet document. For instance , many
internet documents such as web pages on news sites , and
blogs — are dynamic and constantly changing. Accordingly,
a user may want to highlight a portion of an internet
document and then save a copy of the entire page , for
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example , to share with another user or group of users. The
page saving logic 28 enables a user to save a copy of an

client) in a manner that will display highlights when the
document is rendered by a client's web browser.

entire page . The unique URL generating logic 30 generates
In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighter
a unique URL to associate with the saved page . Therefore , server 10 includes contextual advertisement selection logic
to share an internet document that has been saved by the 5 23 for analyzing the user -generated highlights on an internet
highlighting service , a user can share the unique URL document, for the purpose of selecting advertisements to be
generated by the unique URL generating logic 30 and embedded or inserted in an internet document. For example,
associated with the saved page .
when a user requests an internet document during a high

When a highlight is made on a page that tends to be
dynamic ( e.g. , changes frequently ) for example, such as a
blog site , or a news site — highlight insertion logic 29
analyzes the content of the page to determine if, and where,
a previously made highlight is to be inserted . For example ,
as new blog entries are posted to a blog site , thereby forcing
old entries to appear positioned lower on the web page , the
highlight insertion logic 29 intelligently analyzes the web
page to determine where to position a previously made

lighting session , one or more advertisements may be
inserted or embedded in the internet document by the
highlighter server 10 , based on an analysis of the requested
document, and / or highlighting information derived from the
highlighting service . For example , the highlighting informa
15 tion may include highlights included on or associated with
the requested internet document. The highlighting informa
tion on which the selection of an advertisement is based may
also include comments associated with highlights on the
highlight.
requested document. In addition , a user's highlighting or
In one embodiment of the invention, users can display and 20 commenting history may be analyzed. For example, the
view highlights on a per user and / or a per group basis . contextual advertisement selection logic 23 may analyze a
Accordingly, the highlighting server 10 includes user and user's previous highlights. Similarly , the highlighting activ
group subscription logic 32 to manage the creation of, and ity of a user's friends or contacts may be used to select
subscription to , user as well as system -defined groups . For advertisements to be embedded in an internet document. A
instance , a web - based interface to the highlighting service 25 keyword matching algorithm may be used to identify adver
may provide a user with an option to create a group , and tisements associated with certain keywords, where the
10

invite others to join the group. Similarly, a user may search advertisements are inserted into internet documents that
for and join previously created groups. The group subscrip- match those keywords within a user - generated highlight.
tion logic 32 facilitates and manages such tasks . Once a
In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighter
member has subscribed to a particular group , the member 30 server 10 includes an email server 39. Accordingly, the email
can configure the highlighting service to display highlights server 39 facilitates the generation and sending of emails by
from all members of the group . In one embodiment, a user users . For example , via one or more user interface objects,
may subscribe to receive emails embedded with new high- a user may be prompted enter or select an email address
lights from users in a particular group. Accordingly, the user in order to send a copy of a currently displayed internet
may subscribe to receive emails on a real -time basis show- 35 document — including any user -generated highlights — to
ing all new highlights as they are made by users . Alterna- another user. The email server not only facilitates the
tively, a user may subscribe to receive a daily, weekly, or sending of the email, but also the generation of the email and
some other time period, email summary showing relevant the formatting of any highlighted objects. Accordingly, an
highlights for that time period .

email recipient will receive an email with an embedded

server 10 includes a web server module 34. The web server

made by the user. The recipient need not download any

warded from other content providers, but the web server
module 20 also provides an administrative interface to

and associated highlights. In addition, the highlight server
10 may insert or embed within the email and / or the internet

In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighting 40 internet document showing any user generated highlights

module 34 not only serves documents that have been for-

special software in order to view the sent internet document

administrators of the highlighter server 10 , and a user 45 document one or more advertisements , where the advertise
interface to various features provided by the highlighter ments are selected based on an analysis of user - generated
2

server 10. For example, in one embodiment of the invention
the web server component 34 , in conjunction with the

highlights. For instance, a keyword matching algorithm may
be used to determine what advertisements are inserted

administrative interface logic 38 facilitates web -based within the internet document, based on a textual analysis of
administration and configuration of the highlighter server 50 any highlights within the document.

10. Similarly, the web server component 34 , in conjunction
Another component of the highlighter server 10 is a
search server 41. In one embodiment of the invention , the
figuration and setup of various features of the highlighting highlighter server 10 provides a search interface where users
services provided by the highlighter server 10. A storage can search for relevant internet documents and highlights.
device stores internet documents 44 associated with the user 55 For example, a user may perform a keyword search , where
interface logic 36 and administrative interface logic 38 the keyword is searched for in a portion of an internet
provided by the web server module 34
document that has been previously highlighted by a user , or
In one embodiment of the invention, the highlighter within an annotation or comments section associated with a
server 10 includes database management logic 40 for man- particular highlight. The search server 41 may facilitate
aging a data repository. Accordingly, as the highlighter 60 searches by user or by group, such that a user can enter the
server 10 receives portions of text and images from internet name or email address of a particular user as a search
documents as such portions are highlighted by users , the parameter. Furthermore, a user may search for content based
database management logic 40 stores the highlights in a on tags a user -assigned, relevant keyword or term associ
database 42. Similarly , the database management logic 40 ated with or assigned to a piece of information , like a
recalls the highlights from the database 42 , and provides the 65 picture, article, or video clip , thus describing the item . Other
with the user interface logic 36 , facilitates web -based con-

associated data to the web server module 34 so that the

document can be manipulated ( either at the server or at the

aspects of the various search features are described in other

sections of this document.
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mode and all controls are visible . In addition to aa maximized

15
One embodiment of the highlighter server 10 includes an

application programming interface ( API ) module 37. In
various configurations of the highlighting server , the API
module provides a common interface for communicating

mized mode . In the minimized mode , a subset of the controls

mode , the highlighter tool panel 60 may also have aa mini
may be accessible . As with conventional graphical user

agents . For example, in one embodiment of the invention, a
third -party search engine may communicate API messages
to the highlighter server, requesting information about various documents. Accordingly, the search engine may utilize
an API to communicate those messages with the highlighter 10

window provide a mechanism for switching between maxi
mized and minimized modes , and closing the tool panel
window . In one embodiment of the invention, the highlighter
panel may even have an invisible mode .
In one embodiment of the invention, the tool panel 60

particular implementation of the highlighter server 10 , without departing from the spirit of the invention.

an internet document associated with the address entered .
Note that the address entered in the text entry box need not
include a reference to the highlighting service . The entered

customized software on a client computer in order to establish a highlighting session via the highlighter server 10. For
instance , in one embodiment of the invention , asynchronous
JAVASCRIPT and extensible markup language (XML ),
referred to as Ajax, are used to provide an interactive user
experience via a conventional web browser application ,
without the need for downloading and permanently installing any customized software . Moreover, in one embodiment
of the invention , a user need not register with the service, or
establish a user account, in order to use the highlighting
service . When a user has not registered with the service, a
unique identifier 52 is sent from the highlighter server 10 to
the client 16 executing the web browser application . The
unique identifier, for example, may be an HTTP cookie that
uniquely identifies the user . Accordingly , when a user selects
a portion of an internet document with a highlighter cursor
during a highlighting session , that portion of the document
highlighted by the user is communicated to the highlighter
server, associated with the unique identifier, and then stored
at the highlighter server 10 (e.g. , as user data 54 in FIG . 5 ) .
If, during a subsequent browsing session , a request is made
for the same document, and the request includes the user's
unique identifier, the highlighter server 10 will associate the
highlighted portion of text with the unique identifier and
manipulate the requested document to cause the highlight (s )
to appear when the document is displayed in the user's web
browser window . If a user decides to register with the
highlighting service , the unique identifier (e.g. the HTTP
cookie ) is associated with a new human readable identifier,
such as a user - selected username and password , and all
previously generated highlights will be preserved and transferred to the user's registered account, as illustrated by user
data 56 in FIG . 5
User Interface (Highlighter Panel/ Toolbar /Collaboration
Panel)
FIG . 6 illustrates an example of a user interface object,
referred to herein as a highlighter tool panel 60 , which
enables a user to , among other things, highlight text and
objects on an internet document, according to an embodiment of the invention . According to one embodiment of the
invention, the highlighter tool panel 60 appears as a separate
window within the browser display window , and may have
a variety of display modes. For instance , as illustrated in
FIG . 6 , the highlighter tool panel 60 is in maximized display

internet document, the tool panel 60 will automatically
25 manipulate the address accordingly .
In addition to an address bar 64 , in one embodiment of the
invention the highlighter tool panel 60 includes an email
address bar 66 where a user can enter an email address and
share the currently displayed document, including any user
30 generated highlights in the document, with another user. For
example , the email address bar 66 enables a user to enter one
or more email addresses, and then select the " SEND " button
to instantly send an email of the currently displayed internet
document. If the currently displayed document includes
35 user -generated highlights ( e.g. , highlighted text 80 and 82 )
those highlights will be displayed with the document in the
email . Advantageously, the internet document ( including
any highlights ) is embedded within an email such that the
user need not install any special software in order to view the
40 document and any included highlights.
In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighter tool
panel 60 includes a text entry box for adding a user to a list
of users whose highlights can be selectively toggled on or
off. For instance, by inputting an email address ( e.g. ,
45 Jane_doe@yahoo.com ) or username of another user in a text
box , and pressing the add button 67 , the user can be added
to a list of users and groups 76 whose highlights can be
selectively shown or hidden . Adding a user in this manner
may also add the user to one or more drop down menus,
50 selection boxes , or scroll windows (e.g. , scroll window 98 in
FIG . 8 ) used for quickly addressing emails .
A variety of other controls may be included with the
highlighter tool panel 60 according to an embodiment of the
invention . For example, in one embodiment of the invention ,
55 the tool panel 60 includes a button ( e.g. , the “ PUT PEN
DOWN ” button 68 ) that toggles the cursor between a
standard cursor, and a highlighter pen cursor. When the
active cursor is in highlighter pen mode , for example, the
highlighting tool is active . This enables a user to select text
60 or an object using a click and drag method, by which a user
simply selects an object to highlight by dragging across an
object while depressing a cursor control (e.g. , mouse ) but
ton . When the active cursor is not in highlighting mode , a
user may select an object (e.g. , a portion of text or an image )
65 and then press a button (not shown) to generate a highlight
of the selected text. In one embodiment of the invention, the
tool panel 60 includes a button or link ( e.g. , the “ PAST

messages with third -party add -ons, as well as software 5 interface windows , a set of buttons 62 at the top of the

server 10. Similarly, third -party tools and applications that
utilize highlights, and the wide variety of information and
data associated with highlights, may make requests of the

includes an address bar 64 which provides a separate mecha
nism for navigating the World Wide Web and displaying
internet documents hosted by different content providers .
highlighting server 10 via the API module 37.
For instance, by typing an address in the text entry box of the
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that various 15 address bar 64 displayed in the highlighter tool panel 60 and
alternative components and logic may be included in a selecting the “ GO ” button, a user can download and display

User Registration
FIG . 5 illustrates an example of a registration procedure 20 address will automatically be manipulated to invoke the
by which an unregistered user 50 converts to a registered highlighting service. If, for instance , an additional address
user 52 , according to an embodiment of the invention . needs to be prepended to the address entered by the user in
Advantageously, users need not download and install any order to invoke the highlighting service with the requested
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HiLites ” button 70 in FIG . 6 ) that causes the web browser
application to display a web page containing a list of past
highlights made by the user . The list of past highlights may
include a summary or excerpt from the previous highlights
as well as a link to the full document from which the
highlights are from . In addition , the past highlights web page
may show additional information about each highlight,
including but not limited to : the time and date the highlight
was generated, the number of people that have viewed or
selected the highlight, the address of persons with whom the
user has shared the highlight, the number of other users who
have highlighted the object, and / or annotations made by the
user.
In one embodiment of the invention , a color palette 72 is
included with the tool panel 60. By selecting a color from the
color palette, the user can manipulate the color of the active
highlighter cursor, and ultimately the color of any highlights
the user makes. This provides each user with the ability to
create customized highlight color coding schemes. Accordingly, a user may mark -up different sections of an internet
document with different colors , such that each different color
indicates additional information about the highlighted text .
For instance, green highlighted text may support a particular
proposition or indicate a positive treatment of a particular
subject, while red highlighted text may indicate a negative
treatment of the same subject. Those skilled in the art will
appreciate the wide variety of user -customized color coding
schemes that might be implemented according to an embodiment of the invention .
In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighter tool
panel 60 includes a user/group filtering mechanism 74 which
enables a user to select whose highlights should be displayed
in a particular internet document on a per user or per group
basis . For instance , referring again to FIG . 6 , by selecting the
“ SHOW GROUP 1 HiLites ” box in the tool panel 60 , all
highlights made by members of “GROUP 1 ” will be displayed to the user in the currently displayed internet document. Similarly, by selecting the “ SHOW JANE DOE's
HiLites” box , the user can control the display of highlights
such that Jane Doe's highlights are also shown in the
presently displayed document. Furthermore, in one embodiment of the invention , the filtering mechanism can be
configured on a per document and / or per domain basis , such
that a user can specify whose highlights the user would like
to see when viewing particular documents, or documents
from particular domains .
In one embodiment of the invention, the highlighter tool
panel 60 includes a configuration setting that enables the
user to display highlights that represent the consolidation of
all user -generated highlights on a page . For example, when
the check box illustrated in FIG . 6 next to the option
" SHOW CONSOLIDATED COLOR INTENSITY SPECTRUM ” with reference 77 is checked , the highlighting
service will analyze all of the user -generated highlights
associated with a particular internet document or web page .
Rather than show individual highlights, the highlighting
service causes portions of the internet document to be
highlighted in particular colors that represent the frequency
with which that portion of the document has been high-

with which the portion of the document has been high
lighted . In one embodiment of the invention , enabling the
color intensity spectrum view of highlights automatically

disables the user /group view of highlights. That is , when
5 viewing highlights in the color intensity spectrum mode ,
user level highlights and /or group level highlights may not
be shown .
Many of the configuration settings illustrated in FIG . 6
may also be accessed and adjusted via a highlighter web
10 portal. For example, the highlighting service provides a
web - based user interface where users can set certain con
figuration parameters to default settings. Accordingly, when
a user invokes the highlighting service without the high
lighter tool panel, any configuration settings previously
15 established via the highlighter web portal will be active by
default.
FIG . 7 illustrates an example of a user interface object,
referred to herein as a highlighter toolbar 78 , which enables
a user to , among other things , highlight text and objects on
20 an internet document, according to an embodiment of the
invention . Similar to the highlighter tool panel 60 illustrated
in FIG . 6 , the highlighter toolbar 78 is a user interface object
that provides a variety of controls and features associated
with the highlighting service . In one embodiment of the
25 invention , the highlighter toolbar includes the control
objects described above in connection with the highlighter
tool panel 60 , including but not limited to : an address bar for
navigating, an email address bar for sharing the currently
displayed document with any user - generated highlights, a
30 button to toggle the active highlighter cursor on and off, a
button to access previously generated highlights, a button to
access previously saved pages , a color palette to change the
color of highlights, and a mechanism for selecting and
filtering the highlights that are displayed on an internet
35 document on a per user or per group basis . In addition, in one
embodiment of the invention, the toolbar may include third
party tools . For example, the toolbar may provide one or
more control objects enabling the user to quickly and easily
gain access to a third -party tool , service, or application .
40 FIG . 8 illustrates an example of a user interface object,
referred to herein as a collaboration panel 90 , which enables
a user to share an internet document containing user-gener
ated highlights with another user, according to an embodi
ment of the invention . As illustrated in FIG . 8 , in one
45 embodiment of the invention the collaboration panel 90 is aa
mouseover window or box that appears when a user moves
the highlighter cursor 92 over a particular highlight 80 in the
currently displayed internet document. The collaboration
panel 90 includes a text entry box 94 where a user can
50 provide a comment about the particular highlighted object.
In addition , the collaboration panel 90 includes an email
address bar 96 where the user can enter one or more email

addresses. Also , the collaboration panel includes a scroll

window 98 with aa list of other users and groups with whom
55 the user may be associated . By checking a box , or otherwise
selecting another user or group , the user can quickly address
an email to the user or group . After selecting and / or entering
the names of those persons / groups to receive an email, the
user simply selects the “ SEND ” button 100 to send a copy
lighted . For example, when the check box 77 is selected , a 60 of the currently displayed internet document, including any
portion of the document that has been highlighted by many highlighted objects ( e.g. , highlights 80 and 82 ) , embedded
users may be shown in red . Accordingly, under this scenario , within an email. In one embodiment of the invention, the
a red highlight on a particular object indicates that the email server 39 of the highlighter server 10 will generate and
particular object has been highlighted by many users . A less
highlighted in another color. In another embodiment, the
particular shade of the color may indicated the frequency

send the email to the selected recipients. Accordingly, the
internet document including any highlights without down
loading any additional software and / or requesting any addi

frequently highlighted portion of the document may be 65 recipient of such an email will be able to view the entire
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tional internet documents . In an alternative embodiment of

the invention , a link to a highlighted document may be
provided in the email .
In one embodiment of the invention, the collaboration
panel also provides a view of any comments that a user may 5
have entered about a particular highlight. For instance , if a
user sends a comment to another user, the other user may
view the comment by simply putting the highlighter cursor

20
a dialog back & forth with other people . What would make

it even more valuable would be : if one could " go on with
their life ," and if ever in the future, they needed any of this
information again, they can auto “ magic ” ally retrieve it at the
snap of a finger.
FIG . 10 illustrates a top level page ( e.g. a home page) for
a highlighter web portal, according to an embodiment of the

invention . As illustrated in FIG . 10 , in one embodiment of

over the highlight. If more than one comment is associated the invention , the home page of a highlighter web portal
with a particular highlight, the comments will be displayed 10 includes a text entry box 114 where a user can enter a URL

in order such that a user can follow along with a virtual or document address to begin a highlighting session . For
conversation based on an exchange of comments . Just as a example, by simply typing in the address of an internet
user may filter the highlights that are displayed , in one document in the text entry box 114 and then pressing the
embodiment of the invention , comments may optionally be “ START HiLiting ” button , a user invokes a highlighting
filtered so that a user only sees comments from particular 15 session with the document corresponding with the address
entered .
users , or groups, of interest.
FIG . 9 illustrates an example of an email with userFIG . 11 illustrates a contact management page of a
generated highlights, according to an embodiment of the highlighter service , according to an embodiment of the
invention . As illustrated in FIG . 9 , an email generated and invention . As illustrated in FIG . 11 , in one embodiment of
sent via the collaboration panel includes a header portion 20 the invention , the highlighting service includes a contacts
106 where the comment 108 that was entered in the text box

94 of the collaboration panel 90 is displayed. This provides
the recipient of the email with additional information and

context as to what is relevant about the document as a whole ,
and the highlight 80 in particular.
In one embodiment of the invention , the header portion
106 of the email also includes an address bar 110 , where a
user can enter the address or URL of a web site or document,
and begin a highlighting session . For instance, by entering a
URL in the address bar 110 of the email , and then pressing
the " START HiLiting ” button 112 , a web browser window
will open and the requested document will be displayed
along with a highlighter tool panel 90 .
Highlighter Web Portal
In the physical world , one often uses a Highlighter to
quickly draw attention to specific portions of interest. However, a highlighter is a very personal and selfish tool . Users
use it on books that they own, not on books at the public
library, or at the newsstand . Similarly, individuals use a
highlighter from the convenience oftheir location : but individuals cannot share their highlights with their friends
because they need to by physically together in order to share
the highlights! Highlighting is very non - collaborative ; there
is no way to share individual markups: one can neither show
one's highlights to others, nor can one see their highlights
without actually getting together physically. On the other
hand , even though one may be physically together with a
stranger: one certainly cannot share highlights with strangers !
When searching on the Internet, people are typically
interested only in select portions on a web page . Routinely
the search - er needs to select such portions, and make notes
around and about these portions. One often ends up copy &

list where a user can enter and maintain personal and / or

business contact information . In one embodiment, as a user
shares highlights via email, the email addresses of the

recipients will automatically be saved into the user's contact
addresses of those users will automatically populate certain
user interface objects, such as the scroll window 98 in FIG .
8.
In one embodiment of the invention, the contact manage
30 ment interface may also provide a mechanism for users to
25 list . In addition , as users are added as contacts , the email

build out or define aa social network . For example, a user may
specify which contacts to include in his or her social

network . Accordingly, several of the features described
herein may be configured on the basis of one's social
35 network . For example, a user may select to see all highlights
from any member within his social network .

FIG . 12 illustrates a HiLites summary page , according to
invention , a highlighter web portal provides the user with
40 easy access to a list of all previously generated highlights of
a particular user ( including oneself ). In addition to showing
a thumbnail 115 of the document which the highlights are
from , the list also includes a variety of icons enabling the
user to take several actions in connection with a selected
45 highlight, or a comment associated with a highlight. For
instance, a user may rank or rate a highlight, a comment,
and / or an internet document containing a highlight or com
ment. In one embodiment, a user may select a link to see
more highlights or comments from a particular user . In
50 addition , the user may select a button or link enabling the
user to subscribe to a particular user's highlighting activi
ties . Accordingly, as the particular user makes new high
lights, a copy of such highlights and / or the internet docu
pasting these passages into one's email program : for sharing ment containing the highlights may be sent to the user in
with one's self and with one's friends /colleagues /contacts. 55 real
- time, or on a predetermined or user -configured periodic
schedule .
The intention often includes saving for future use .
On the flip side , users often receive emailed links /URLS
FIG . 13 illustrates an example of a web page providing a
from friends, links /URLs that they rarely visit : because they snippet of code 120 for adding a user interface object,
don't have the patience to unnecessarily read the whole web referred to herein as a highlighter roll , to a third - party web
page that the link points to . If there was an easy way for them 60 page , according to an embodiment of the invention . The
to only see (highlighted ) passages of interest, while still snippet of code shown in FIG . 13 can easily be added to

maintaining the context in its entirety, that would be very
valuable . Complementarily it is relevant & beneficial to the
sender : at least recipients now looking at what the sender
sends out.

Often times , one needs to make annotations about portions (usually these highlights ), cite external links, and have

an embodiment of the invention . In one embodiment of the

another web page by copying and pasting the code . The
highlighter roll , once embedded in another web page , will
display highlights of a particular user . The code snippet 120

65 is generated automatically in response to user -specified

parameters 122 that are provided at one or more user
interface input mechanisms (e.g. , drop down lists , text entry
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boxes , and so on ). Accordingly, the highlighter roll can be document. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that a
configured to show a particular number of previous high- highlight roll may be used in other contexts not specifically
lights, scroll highlights up or down , scroll at variable speeds , addressed herein .
and display the highlights in various user- selected formats. Search and Relevance
In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighter roll may 5 The earliest (Generation 1 ) Search Engines on the Internet
query the highlighting service to receive a predetermined were based on finding the ‘ search -words ' on the page itself.
in its most rudimentary form all the pages that had the
number of the most recent highlights by a user, by a group , So
" search -words' in there were delivered as ' search -results ' to
or by everyone, or based on a particular topic , or by a the
. With further development in web technologies
grouping of particular websites or URLs . By inputting 10 cameusermore
sophistication where vendors started using
various configuration parameters, a user can display a pre word relationships
enhance ‘ search - results . One of the
view of what the highlighter roll will look like when major pitfalls of this tosystems
was- in order to show up in
embedded in a third -party web page .
search
results
rogue
webmasters
authors of web pages
FIG . 14 illustrates an example of aa web page with a user inserted text on their page that wasand
not relevant to what the

interface
object referred to herein as a highlight roll 126 , 15 page was about. Often times this text was in fine print, or
according to an embodiment of the invention. As described
in connection with FIG . 13 , the code for displaying a
highlight roll 126 may be automatically generated by a

highlighting service web portal, such that a blogger or
another web author can easily copy and paste the code into
his or her own web page , thereby adding the highlight roll
126 to his or her web page and enabling the display of
user - generated highlights. As illustrated in FIG . 14 , the
highlight roll has a title , “ JANE DOE’S HIGHLIGHTS : ” as
well as a text box 126 where highlights are displayed . The
title is easily configurable by providing a configuration
parameter as described in connection with FIG . 13. In
various embodiments of the invention, multiple highlights

invisible ( e.g. white foreground on a white background ). The
quality of search -results was quickly denigrated.
In generation 2 of the Search Engine, we saw relevance
retrieval come into play. This included the notion of having
20‘Meta tags , ' whereby webmasters or authors of web pages
inserted keywords (as meta tags ) that allowed web - crawlers ,
bots etc. to identify what the page was about and supposedly
provide more accurate results to users . In order to draw
traffic to their sites , rogue webmasters just as easily abused
25 this system by inserting irrelevant tags — to the point where
users again got inaccurate results .
In generation 3 , the concept of Page Rank was introduced .
Page Rank was based on the notion that the relevance of a

may scroll up or down in the text box . In one embodiment

page was dictated by the value of inbound links to it from

objects on new internet documents . Accordingly, a highlight
roll 126 provides an excellent means of displaying a user's
recent web activity, to the extent that a user's highlighting
activity represents his or her web activity. A highlight roll
may be particularly useful on blogging websites, but also on
news websites, corporate websites , social networking web
sites , and others.
In one embodiment of the invention , a query is used to
select the particular highlights from a highlighting service
that are to be displayed in a highlight roll. Accordingly, the
selection parameters for the query may be configured by a
user, such that aa wide variety of highlight characteristics can
be used to select the particular highlights to be displayed in
a highlight roll . In one embodiment of the invention , a
highlight roll may be configured to display highlights from
a particular user, or group of users . In another embodiment,
the highlight roll may be configured to randomly query the
highlighting service for user - generated highlights. In yet
another embodiment, the highlight roll may be configured to
query the highlighting service for highlights that were made
on a particular internet document, website , or group of
websites . In another embodiment of the invention , the
highlight roll may be configured to query the highlighting
service for highlights that contain a particular key word or
words. In yet another embodiment, the highlight roll may be

Search Engine Optimization ( SEO ) where companies invest
" search -results .' It is no longer the purview of rogues alone .
When a user puts in a search -query and gets more results
than he can humanly visit , I think we have a problem : I think
when a search query delivers a million matches then the
Search methodology is just plain broken . Existing search
engines technologies are ( 1. ) PAGE - CENTRIC , and ( 2. )
Rely upon webmasters and / or authors of web pages to
deliver meaningful results .
The instant invention is transferring the relevance of a
page from webmasters / authors of web pages to the reader/
users of web pages : by highlighting stuff on a web page
users are implicitly casting a ‘ vote ' for the relevance of that
page . That vote is used to create a collective conscious about
the relevance of the page . It is noteworthy that this ‘ vote '
does not necessarily include something that a user has to do
explicitly such as ‘ rating a page , ' the mere action of high
lighting is sufficient to‘cast a vote . ' Search technologies are
applied based upon portions of a web page . Again the
relevance of a web page is obtained based upon highlights
that the user makes across the Internet, perhaps never to be
shared with another user , yet contributing to the collective
conscious .
When users highlight portions of a page they may choose
to add tags , and notes about the highlight. These tags etc. are
all used to create more relevant search results for future
retrievals by the entire user community.
Search results are also delivered based upon what other
users found useful when making similar searches. So the

of the invention, the highlights will automatically and 30 other
pages. This too has been denigrated by the emergence
dynamically update as a user continues to highlight new of an industry called Search Engine Marketing ( SEM) and
large sums of money so as to appear closest the top of the
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configured to query the highlighting service for highlights of
images .

In one embodiment of the invention , a highlight roll may 60

be used on a blog website. For example, a blogger may use
a highlight roll to enhance the content on his or her blog site . instant invention ( s) have come up with the new method of
Alternatively, the highlight roll may take the place of a blog retrieving from the collective conscious . When users make
altogether. For example, by displaying a highlight roll in notations, create and use tags , cite external links, and
place of a blog , a user may author blog entries by simply 65 perhaps even have a dialog with other users about a page : the
highlighting portions of other internet documents, and then instant invention ( s) uses that to formulate aa human compiled
providing comments about the highlighted portions of the description about the page . Similarly the instant invention ( s)
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have invented technology that allows users to be able to particular source such as a particular user or person , a
display their highlights on their web page . For example: a person within the searcher's social network , and / or a mem
user who has a blog , might choose to add a ' box ' to his ber of a particular group .
blog -page with scrolling, or static text that shows his recent
In various embodiments of the invention , other attributes
highlights. A simple code snippet would allow users to add 5 and characteristics of a highlighting service may be used as
such functionality to his website . The instant invention ( s) search parameters in aa search query, or as data for weighting ,
have also invented the technology whereby a 3rd party web ranking or rating a document's relevance . For instance , a

site , or web page , can offer highlighter and any associated
functionality to its users ( from its own web page ) . Their

highlighting service may enable users to rate or rank other
user's highlights or comments. The rating or ranking may be

users would not have to download any custom software , 10 as simple as selecting a number on a scale , such as one to
sign- up , register, etc. to avail of this functionality.
five , or one stars through five stars . Alternatively, a highlight
Users of the instant invention ( s) tools can simply or comment may be marked as a favorite by a user. Accord
prepend a domain name (e.g. myLiter.com to any web page ingly, a searcher may specify as a search parameter a
address (e.g. cnn.com to come up with a highlighter, social particular ranking or rating associated with a highlight or

annotation , and other functionalities (as http://myLiter.com/ 15 comment. For example , a searcher may perform a search
cnn.com ) Users can also invoke the highlighter, social only for documents containing highlights that have an
annotation and other functionalities by appending the aggregate user rating equal to or above some threshold
domain name ( e.g. myLiter.com to any web page (e.g. rating. Similarly, the ranking or rating information may be
http://cnn.com ) as http://cnn.com.myliter.com
aggregated such that all user rankings or ratings associated
Consistent with one embodiment of the invention , a 20 with a document, highlight, or comment may be used to
search engine receives a search query specifying one or determine the relevance of a particular object ( e.g. , the
more keywords or search terms. The search engine processes document, highlight or comment). Other aspects of the
the search query by identifying internet documents that invention are described in detail below .
satisfy the search query. For example, the search engine may
FIG . 15 illustrates an example of an internet document

process the search query by identifying those documents that 25 with user -generated highlights, according to an embodiment
include one or more of the search terms. In addition , the

search engine orders the internet documents that satisfy the
search query based in part on a document relevance score
assigned to each internet document, where the document
relevance score ( referred to herein as a Highlight Rank ) is
based on an analysis of user - generated highlights associated
with the internet documents.
In various embodiments of the inven the particular
analysis of the user - generated highlights, which is used to
rank or rate document relevance in a search , may vary. For
example, in one embodiment of the invention , the document
relevance score is assigned to each document based on how
many times the internet document has been highlighted. In
another embodiment of the invention , the document relevance score is assigned based on the number of unique
users who have made a highlight in the internet document.
In yet another embodiment of the invention, the document
relevance score is determined in connection with a particular
keyword or words appearing in the internet document. For
instance, the document relevance score may be based on the
number of times a particular keyword or words have been
highlighted in the document.
In yet another aspect of the invention , data associated with
highlights may be used as a search parameter, and / or to rate
or rank the relevance of a document, or a portion thereof. For
example , in one embodiment of the invention, the highlighting service which enables the creation of highlights may also
allow users to associate comments with the highlights.
Accordingly, a search may be performed to locate a particular search term within a comment that is aa associated with a
highlight. Similarly, the number of comments associated
with a highlight, particularly a certain word that has been
highlighted , may be an indication of the document’s relevance with respect to search terms that include the highlighted word . Accordingly, a document with ?a highlight that
has many comments may, in one embodiment of the invention, be assigned a higher document relevance score.
In yet another aspect of the invention , searchers may
specify the source of a highlight or a comment associated
with a highlight as a search parameter for a search query. For
example, a searcher may be interested only in documents
that have been highlighted by, or include comments from , a

of the invention . As illustrated in FIG . 15 , two user - gener
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ated highlights ( e.g. , highlights 210 and 212 ) have been
made within the internet document. Those highlights include
the two text strings: “ later this week , many investors are
bracing for disappointment,” and “ downgrade of Boeing
Co. ” A method and system for generating such highlights are
described in other sections of this document. Although FIG .
15 provides an example of highlighted text, in one embodi
ment of the invention , other objects shown in an internet
document or web page may be highlighted as well . An
internet document may be a publicly available document, or
a document from an intranet.
Referring again to FIG . 15 , in accordance with an
embodiment of the invention , a user can perform a search to
locate internet documents, or web pages , which include
search terms in highlighted portions of the document.
Accordingly, if user A is responsible for the highlighted
portions of the web page illustrated in FIG . 15 , the highlights
made by user A are available to be searched by any user . For
example, user B may perform a search for all documents that
contain the search term “ BOEING ” in a highlighted portion
of the document. In this case , a link to the web page
illustrated in FIG . 15 would be provided as a search result
to user B's search .
In another aspect of the invention , highlights are analyzed
in the aggregate . That is , highlights made by all users of a
highlighting service may be analyzed in the aggregate to
determine a document's relevance . For example, if numer
ous user's highlight the same word , phrase or passage in a
particular document, the document may be particularly
relevant with respect to searches having search terms found
in the highlighted portion of the document. Consequently,
tallying the total number of times a particular word or words
are highlighted in a particular document can be used to
provide a measure of that document's relevance with respect
to that key word or words . By using information mined from
user - generated highlights, search engine accuracy can be
improved.
FIG . 16 illustrates an example of an interne document, or
web page , providing a search interface, according to an
embodiment of the invention . As illustrated in FIG . 16 , the
search interface is associated with a highlighting service
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web portal. Accordingly, in one embodiment of the invention, a search engine or search service may be tightly

In one embodiment of the invention, a great number of
other search parameters may be specified for an advanced
search . FIG . 17 illustrates an example of an internet docu
ment, or web page , providing an advanced search interface,
according to an embodiment of the invention . As illustrated
in FIG . 17 , several text input boxes are provided (e.g. , text
input boxes associated with reference numbers 230 , 232 ,
234 and 236 ) , thereby enabling a searcher to select a
particular type of search . For example, by entering search
terms in the text box with reference 230 , a search can specify
that all of the search terms are required to be found in the
target objects . Similarly, by entering search terms at text box
232 , the searcher can specify an exact phrase as a search
term. By using text boxes 234 and / or 236, a searcher can
specify that the target object include at least one search term ,
or none of the search terms. In this case , the type of the target
object is set by checking one or more of the target location
boxes 240 associated with each text entry box (e.g. , 230 ,
232 , 234 and / or 236 ) . For instance, a searcher can perform
a search for internet documents that include certain user
specified search terms within such targets as 1 ) a highlighted
portion of the internet document, 2 ) a title of an internet
document, 3 ) a comment associated with a highlighted
portion of an internet document, and / or 4 ) a web page or
internet document. For instance , by entering a search term
(e.g. , BOEING) in the text entry box associated with refer
ence 230 , and checking the box for " on pages ” , a searcher
can perform a search for all documents that include the term
“ BOEING ” in the text of the document. After entering the

integrated with a highlighting service , such that each service
operates within the same domain if not on the same server.

However, in an alternative embodiment of the invention , the 5

search algorithms and methods described herein may be
implemented in any number of search engines including a
general search engine, or an enterprise search engine con
figured specifically for a particular topic or subject matter.
Moreover, in one embodiment of the invention , a general or 10
enterprise search engine may query a highlighting service
for select data used in assessing document relevance. For
instance , a search engine may use an application program

ming interface to query a highlighting service for data
generated by and stored at the highlighting service. Such 15

data may be used to enhance and / or improve search engines
operated by other enterprises .
In general, a user (e.g. , a searcher) performs a search by
specifying one or more search terms and / or parameters.
Referring again to FIG . 16 , for example, a searcher may 20
perform a search by inputting search terms in text input box
220 and selecting the “ SEARCH ” button 224. In addition ,
the searcher may specify other search parameters. For
example , as illustrated in FIG . 16 , in drop down box 222 a
searcher can specify a location in which to search for the 25

particular user - specified search terms. In one embodiment of
the invention, a search can be performed to locate documents that include the search terms within a highlighted
portion of the document. For instance , by specifying in drop
down box 222 to run the search for “ ALL HIGHLIGHTS ” 30
a user can find all documents that include the search term appropriate search terms, and selecting the target require
“ BOEING ” within a highlighted portion of the document. ments, a searcher simply selects the search button 238 to
Alternatively, a user may wish to narrow the search by perform the search .
specifying that the search term be located within highlights
As illustrated in FIG . 17 , other search parameters may be
that were made only by members of the searcher's network . 35 specified as well . For example, the drop down box with
In various embodiments of the invention , different mecha- reference number 242 enables a user to select a source for
nisms may be used to build out and determine who is in a the target object. That is , if a searcher is performing a search
particular searcher's network . In any case , by specifying to find a particular search term within a highlight, then the
something like “MY NETWORK HIGHLIGHTS ” in drop searcher can specify that the search is to return only those
down box 222 , a user can search for documents which 40 highlights that include the search term and that were made
contain the search term in a highlight made by a member of by a particular user, a user from a particular group, or a
person within the searcher's network , etc. Similarly, drop
the searcher's network .

In addition , a searcher may specify that the search is to be
executed only against the searcher's own highlights. For

down box 244 enables a user to specify when a particular
target object ( e.g , highlight, comment, etc. ) was made . For

ment of the invention. For example, a searcher may specify
that the search term is to be located within the title of a
highlighted page (e.g. , by specifying “ TITLE OF PAGE ”) .
In yet another example , the searcher may specify what 55

Accordingly, a searcher may be interested in only finding
highlights or comments that have an aggregate or overall
rating that exceeds some predetermined user- specified level.
Similarly, a searcher may specify whether the target object

example , by specifying “ MY HIGHLIGHTS ” in the drop 45 example, a searcher can specify that only highlights or
down box in FIG . 16 , the searcher can search for documents comments made on or before a particular date, or after a
that include the search term “ BOEING ” in a portion of a particular date , be returned in the search results .
document previously highlighted by the searcher.
The drop down boxes associated with reference number
The drop down box 222 in the search page of FIG . 16 246 enable a searcher to specify a rating associated with a
provides a variety of other examples of search parameters 50 target object. For example , in one embodiment of the
that may be specified by a searcher, according to an embodi- invention, users can rate highlights and / or comments .

domain a target document with a highlight should be located is to have any associated comments or not. For example, a
within . For instance , a user may specify that the search term searcher may be interested in only those highlights that have
be found in a highlighted portion of a document that is received user comments. A searcher may also specify a
hosted at a particular domain, such as Wikipedia , or eBay. In particular number of highlights to be included in a target
various embodiments of the invention, the drop down box 60 document. For example, the searcher may only want to view
222 illustrated in FIG . 16 may be customized with any internet documents that have been highlighted a certain
number of other search parameters. Furthermore, those number of times . Finally, with the radio buttons associated
skilled in the art will appreciate that the search parameters with reference number 248 , a searcher may set a search
illustrated in FIG . 16 may be implemented with a wide parameter controlling the domains that are searched . For

variety of alternative user interface objects consistent with 65 instance, another search parameter that may be controlled

the invention , and that the drop down box 222 illustrated in
FIG . 16 is simply one example.

via the advanced search interface is the domain associated
with the target object. A searcher may specify that the search
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only return documents from a particular domain , or from all measures may be weighted, and then combined in some
domains except a particular domain .
manner to arrive at an overall document relevance score ,
FIG . 18 illustrates a method , according to an embodiment referred to as a Highlight Rank . Finally, at method operation
of the invention , for providing search results to a search 266 , the document is processed in accordance with instruc
query. At method operation 250 a search engine receives 5 tions associated with a search query. For example, the
user -specified search parameters for a search query. For document may be positioned in the search results of a search
example , the search parameters may include any of those query based in part on its document relevance score or
described above in connection with FIGS . 16 and 17 , to Highlight Rank, prior to being returned or displayed to a
include (but not be limited to ) : search terms (e.g , key- searcher .
word ( s ) ), domain associated with a document, source of a 10 Consistent with an embodiment of the invention, the level
highlight or comment included in a document, user -rating of of significance of an object or document is determined based
a highlight in a document, and so on . At method operation on an analysis of user -generated highlights, or data associ
252 , the search engine processes the search query to identify ated with user -generated highlights. For example , in one

those documents that satisfy the search parameters. Finally, embodiment of the invention, the level of significance of an
at method operation 254 , the search engine provides the 15 internet document may be determined in part on the total

search results in an order based in part on an analysis of number of user -generated highlights associated with a par
user - generated highlights associated with the documents that ticular internet document. In this case , the document rel
satisfy the search parameters .
evance score ( representing the level of significance) is
According to the method illustrated in FIG . 18 , the set of independent of any search terms, and can be calculated and
internet documents to be searched may include both docu- 20 assigned prior to a search being performed . For example, a
ments with and without user - generated highlights. In one tally of user -generated highlights can be kept on an on - going
embodiment of the invention , method operation 254 orders basis . Then, when a search is performed , those documents
the documents satisfying the search parameters such that the that satisfy the search can be presented in an order that is
documents that have highlights are listed prior to any based on the predetermined document relevance score of
documents that have not been highlighted. Alternatively, in 25 each document.
one embodiment, only the documents that have highlights
In another embodiment of the invention, the level of
are listed in search results . For example, by default, a significance of each internet document may be determined
document must have been highlighted to be included in aa list based on the number of search terms that appear within a

of search results , thereby reducing the overall number of highlighted portion of a document. For instance , internet
documents that are listed in any given set of search results . 30 documents that have been highlighted by a user may be
In an alternative embodiment of the invention, the search analyzed to determine a count of the number of times each
engine may target only those documents that have user- word in the document has been highlighted . Accordingly, as

generated highlights. For example, as illustrated in FIG . 19 ,
one method for providing search results to a search query
begins at step 256 when a search engine receives userspecified search parameters including one or more search
terms. At step 258 , the search query is processed by identifying those documents from a group of previously highlighted documents that otherwise satisfy the search parameters . For example, the universe of documents to be searched
is limited to those documents that a user has already highlighted . Finally, at step 260 , the results of the search query
are provided in an order that is based , in part, on an analysis
of the user- generated highlights .
FIG . 20 illustrates a method, according to an embodiment
of the invention , for assigning a document relevance score
( e.g. , Highlight Rank ) to an internet document based on an
analysis of user -generated highlights associated with the
document. At method operation 262 , the user - generated
highlights associated with an internet document are analyzed
in accordance with a document relevance algorithm . A
variety of algorithms may be used . For example, the number
of highlights associated with each individual document may
be tallied . The number of comments associated with each
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the documents that satisfy a search query are identifie the
count of the times that each search term has been highlighted
can be used to determine document relevance . Accordingly,
the document relevance can be used to order the documents
as they are listed or otherwise provided in search results.
In one embodiment of the invention , in addition to ana
lyzing user - generated highlights, document relevance scores
are determined based on a wide variety of user - initiated
activities associated with documents. For example, the score
assigned to a particular document might be based (in whole
or in part) on : the number of comments associated with the
document, the number of user -ratings associated with a
document, an average user -rating associated with the docu
ment, the number of relevance flags associated with the
document, the number of times the document has been
viewed , the number of times the document has been
emailed, the number of times the document has been marked
as a user favorite , and / or the number of times the document
has been copied . Similarly, the document relevance score
may be based on one or more of the following: the number
of users who have generated highlights on the document; the
number of users who have provided comments on the

highlight of the document may be tallied . Alternatively, the 55 document, or a highlight associated with the document; the

highlighted text on each document may be analyzed such
that a count indicating how frequently each word or term on
a particular document has been highlighted is performed .
The number of unique users who have generated a highlight

number of users who have provided a rating for the docu
ment, a highlight associated with the document, or a com
ment on the document; the number of users who have
flagged relevance ; the number of users who have viewed the

60 document; the number of users who have emailed the
on the document may be calculated .
At method operation 264 , a document relevance score document; the number of viewers who have marked the

( e.g. , Highlight Rank ), which is determined at method document as a favorite ; and / or the number of users who have
operation 262 , is assigned to the document. The document copied the document.
relevance score may be based directly on any one of the
In one embodiment of the invention, one or more of the
measures described above (e.g. , number of highlights, num- 65 components that comprise the document relevance score
ber of comments, etc. ), or some combination of such mea- may be weighted according to a weighting factor. For
sures. For instance, one or more of the above described

instance, in one embodiment of the invention, a user of the
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highlighting service may be assigned a user rating or score ,
based (in whole or in part) on how other users rank or rate
the user, or past highlights or comments made by the user.
Accordingly , a highlight or comment made by a user who
has a high user rating will carry more weight in determining
the document relevance score . For example, a document
with several highlights made by users with high ratings will
have a greater document relevance score than a similar
document with highlights made by users who have low user
ratings . In addition , a user's level of activity may play a part
in determining his or her user rating, and therefore affect the
weight of any highlights or comments made by that user in
determining a document relevance score . For instance, in
one embodiment, active users who make a relatively large
number of comments or highlights may have higher (or
lower ) user ratings , thereby increasing ( or decreasing) the
user weighting factor for highlights or comments made by
those users. In yet another embodiment of the invention, a
highlight or comment may be weighted based on how many
people have subscribed to receive highlights from the person
who made the highlight or comments. For instance, in one
embodiment of the invention , users can subscribe to receive
other user's highlights. Accordingly, a user who has been
highly subscribed to ( e.g. , many other users have subscribed
to receive the user's highlights ) will generally have a greater
user rating, and thus, highlights or comments made by that
user will carry greater weight in determining a document
relevance score . A user's rating may change over time , for
example, as other users continually provide new ratings for
the user and his or her highlights and / or comments . Furthermore, a user's rating may be different with respect to
different subjects and / or objects . For instance, a user may
have a rating that is dependent upon, or based upon , highlights the user has made to documents in a given domain .
Accordingly, the user may have a rating for that domain that
is different than his or her rating for other domains. Similarly, a user may have one rating for comments, and another
rating for highlights.
In one embodiment of the invention , the document relevance score may be normalized , and then presented with
the search results associated with a search query. For
example , the document relevance score may be normalized
to a number between one and ten , and then displayed along
with the document to which it is associated . Similarly, a
graphical icon or image may be presented to indicate a
summary of the document relevance score . For example, the
graphic may be a number of stars , where more stars represent a greater document relevance of higher Highlight Rank .
Similarly, the graphic may be a number of highlighter

searchable documents may be only those documents that
have been highlighted by a user of the highlighting service .
In another embodiment of the invention , the search engine
may be operated on a server that is remote from the
highlighting server providing the highlighting service. In
this case , the highlighting service may be consulted only for
purposes of ranking or ordering documents that the search
engine has identified as satisfying the search query . Accord
ingly, the search engine may simply communicate messages
(e.g. , via an applications programming interface , or API )
with the highlighting service to obtain document relevance
scores based in part on an analysis of user - generated high
lights performed by the highlighting service.
Consistent with an embodiment of the invention , and in
contrast to prior art methods for assessing document rel
evance , the relevance of a document is determined by a
potentially large group of users of the document. For
example , by highlighting a document, a user is implicitly
casting a vote for the document. Accordingly, rather than
determine document relevance based on the number of
incoming links to a document (which are controlled solely
by the authors of documents ), document relevance is deter
mined based on user -generated highlights which can easily
be generated by users of a highlighting service .
Software as a Service : Highlighter /Content Portion Selec
tion
Consistent with an embodiment of the invention , a graphi
cal user interface object ( e.g. , a user- selectable button,
hyperlink, graphic , icon , banner, text, label, or widget, etc.)
displayed on an internet document provides a user with the
ability to invoke a highlighting service to operate with the
currently displayed internet document. For instance , the
graphical user interface object may be a simple button,
referred to herein as a Highlight Anywhere Button , or
generally as a Highlighter button . When a user selects ( e.g. ,
with a mouse or pointing device) the button , executable code
associated with the button causes a request to be commu
nicated to a highlighter server hosting a highlighting service .
In one embodiment of the invention, the request includes the
address or uniform resource locator (URL ) of the currently
displayed internet document. Accordingly, the highlighter
server responds to the request by enabling the highlighting
service with the currently displayed internet document,
thereby enabling a user to highlight portions of the currently
displayed document for later retrieval and / or sharing.
FIG . 21 illustrates an example of a computer network
environment including a content provider server 410 for
serving an internet document or web page 412 with a
Highlighter button 414 , and a highlighting server 416 con
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markers, where the number of highlighter markers indicates 50 figured to provide a highlighting service, according to an
the overall relevance of the document, based on the analysis

embodiment of the invention . As illustrated in FIG . 21 , the

highlighter server 416 is communicatively coupled by
of the highlights associated with the document.
In yet another embodiment of the invention , multiple means of a network 420 to a content provider server 410. In
document relevance scores may be determined and dis- addition, the highlighter server 416 is communicatively
played . For instance, one graphic or icon may represent a 55 coupled by means of a network 420 to a user's client
document's relevance as measured under one algorithm , computer 418. The content provider server 410 includes a
while a second graphic represents the document's relevance web server component 422 for serving various internet
as measured under another algorithm . For example, separate documents and related objects, including a user interface
graphics or icons may be used to display information about object consistent with an embodiment of the invention . As
the highlights and comments in the associated documents. 60 illustrated in FIG . 21 , the content provider server 410 is
One icon may represent the number of comments, while the illustrated as a single device . However, those skilled in the
other icon represents the number of highlights. Other varia- art will appreciate that in alternative embodiments, the
tions will be apparent to those skilled in the art.
content provider may include several servers working in
In one embodiment of the invention , the search engine conjunction with one another in a distributed manner to
may be tightly integrated with the highlighting service that 65 respond to document requests by serving documents and
is used to manage the highlights associated with the internet related objects from storage . Furthermore , in an alternative
documents. Accordingly, in one embodiment the universe of embodiment of the invention , the highlighting service may
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execute on the content provider server , or another server and / or requested by an enterprise providing a social net
under the control of the content provider.
working website. The highlighter service agent 424 can be
In general, a user utilizes a web browser application on configured on a per enterprise basis , and enables each
client computer 418 to access and display content in the enterprise to seamlessly integrate a highlighting service to
form of internet documents or web pages , which may be 5 work with its website .
stored in whole or in part on the content provider server 410 .
Although the highlighter server 416 is shown to be a
The content provider server 410 serves an internet document separate node on the network 420 , in an alternative embodi
or web page 412 that includes a user interface object for ment of the invention, the highlighting service provided by
invoking a highlighting service. That is , the web page 412 the highlighting server may be integrated with , or reside on ,
served by the content provider server 410 includes a High- 10 the content provider server 410 or another server maintained
light Anywhere Button, consistent with an embodiment of and / or operated by the content provider.
the invention, which , when displayed in a web browser
FIG . 23 illustrates an example of a web page providing a
application and selected by a user , causes a highlighting snippet of code for adding highlighter functionality to a
third -party web page , according to an embodiment of the
service to be invoked with the web page 412 .
Once a highlighter session has been invoked, a user has at 15 invention . The web page shown in FIG . 23 may be included
his or her disposal a variety of tools for highlighting text and as part of a web portal for the highlighting service. Accord
objects of the web page 412. For instance, in one embodi- ingly, the highlighting service may simplify the process of
ment of the invention , a highlighter tool panel will appear in providing highlighter functionality on other websites by
the web browser window and provide the user with a providing a snippet of code that other content providers and
selection of controls enabling various features and functions 20 web - based authors can easily copy and paste into their own
of the highlighting service. In another embodiment of the web pages . As illustrated in FIG . 23 , the snippet of code 430
invention , various controls may be provided by a highlighter can easily be added to a third party web page by copying and
toolbar. In any case , the basic function of the highlighting pasting the code.
service is to enable a user to highlight an object ( e.g. , text,
In one embodiment of the invention , once the code is

graphical images , or a combination ) of the web page 412 , 25 embedded in a another web page ( e.g. , the target web page) ,
such that the highlighted portion ( s ) can easily be recalled at

the code will cause a button , such as the button with

a later time and /or shared with other users . Accordingly, as reference number 432 in FIG . 23 , to be displayed on the
the user highlights an object, the highlighted object, or target web page when the page is rendered by a web browser
portions thereof, are communicated to the highlighter server application . When a user selects the button , a highlighting
416 where it may optionally be stored . In one embodiment 30 session will be invoked , and the user will be able to highlight
of the invention , the highlighted object ( e.g. , a selection of text and /or objects on the target web page . This provides a
text) is stored along with any annotations the user may have simple way for content providers to enhance the function
added , as well as a date and time indicating when the ality and usability of their websites .
highlight was generated. The highlighted object and its
In an alternative embodiment of the invention, the code
associated data are stored in such a manner as to be 35 automatically causes the client web browser to invoke a
optionally associated with the user who generated the high- highlighting service, for example, without requiring a user to
light. This allows the user to recall and view highlights from select or press a user interface object or button on the web
previous highlighting sessions . Other aspects and features of page . For example , when the user loads the web page in
the highlighting service are described in various sections of which the code has been embedded , the client web browser
this document.
40 will invoke the highlighting service to work with the web
As illustrated in FIG . 21 , when a user invokes the high- page .
lighting service by selecting the Highlighter button on the
The code snippet 430 illustrated in FIG . 23 may be
web page in his or her browser, the browser communicates provided via aa web page served by the highlighting service .
a request directly to the highlighter server 416. As illustrated However, those skilled in the art will appreciate that an
in FIG . 22 , in an alternative embodiment of the invention , 45 operator of the highlighting service may communicate or
the content provider server 410 includes a highlighter ser- otherwise provide the code to an enterprise in a number of
vice agent, which works in conjunction with the web server ways . For example, the code snippet for invoking the
component 422 to communicate messages (e.g. , API mes- highlighting service may be emailed to an enterprise, or
sages ) to the highlighter server 416. Accordingly, when a provided , for example, by a consultant.
user selects a Highlighter button to invoke a highlighting 50 FIG . 24 illustrates an example of aa web page providing a
service, a request is communicated from the client browser snippet of code for adding highlighter functionality to a
418 to the content provider web server component 422. In third -party web page , according to an embodiment of the
turn the request is handled by the highlighter service agent invention . The web page illustrated in FIG . 24 is similar to
424 , which communicates an API call to the highlighter the web page illustrated in FIG . 23 , however, the web page
server 416 , thereby invoking the highlighting service .
55 of FIG . 24 includes a snippet of code 438 to provide a user
In one embodiment of the invention , the highlighter interface object (e.g. , box 433 ) including an address bar 436
service agent 424 is provided by the operator of the high- as well as a highlighter button 434. Accordingly, when the
lighting service to the enterprise. For example, the high- snippet of code 438 is embedded or inserted into another
lighting service operator may configure the highlighter ser- internet document, the internet document will display the

vice agent 424 to be integrated with and work with the 60 box 433 , along with the address bar 436 and button 434. This
content provider's server as well as the highlighting service . enables a user to enter an address or URL of an internet
Accordingly, the highlighter service agent 424 can be cus- document and begin a highlighting session . For example, by

tomized to support and provide those highlighting features selecting the button 434 , the web browser will load the web
desired and requested by a particular enterprise. For page associated with an address entered in address bar 436
instance, an enterprise offering a news website may desire a 65 enabling a user to create highlights on that web page .
subset of highlighting service features specific to its website,
FIG . 25 illustrates an example of a web page providing a
and different from the subset of features that may be desired selection of user interface objects ( e.g. , buttons, icons ,
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links ), which may be used to invoke a highlighting service
according to an embodiment of the invention . As illustrated
in FIG . 25 , the highlighting service may include a web page
that provides other content providers with a variety of
Highlighter buttons for use with their web pages . Accordingly, the highlighting service may display a variety of user
interface objects (e.g. , buttons 440 , 442 , 444 , and 446 ) and
a snippet of code ( e.g. , code snippet 448 , 450 , 452 , and 454 )
associated with each user interface object. A content provider simply selects the particular style of user interface
object he or she would like to include in a web page , and
copies and pastes the associated code snippet for that web
page into the target web page . Accordingly, the content
provider need not get involved with figuring out the appropriate addresses and writing the necessary code to invoke a
highlighting service with a web page .
FIG . 26 illustrates an example of a news -related web page
with a user interface object enabling highlighter functionality provided by a highlighting service, according to an
embodiment of the invention . As illustrated in FIG . 26 , a
news-related web site with URL www.news.com provides a
variety of news articles to its users . In addition, a variety of
user interface objects enable or allow other functions, such

too can view the highlights. Users can also share highlighted
(marked up ) pages via email such that recipients can see the
highlights and markups in email , and / or a special URL that
shows the highlights and markups. The highlights can be
generated on the fly, or be stored in aa database . Users can do
this without having to install any additional software on their
computers , without having to sign -up . All users can choose
to work in selective collusion, total collusion, or complete
privacy , by easily cherry picking from the community, and
their contact list . Users can choose to view markups etc.
based upon layers (e.g. of other users ' works ) that they
enable / specify : such as degree of separation, frequency of
interaction, happen-stance interested individuals, their
groups etc. Users can pick custom colors for highlighting
and highlights of many different colors can appear on the
same page , or different pages . Likewise a page can have
many different highlights: in numerous colors , from the
same user or different users. Users can customize behavior
of the tool for numerous personal preferences. When users
revisit a page that they previously marked up , their prior
markups are readily available and visible for them right
there . As part of the instant invention ( s ), once a user has
been exposed to the product, it allows him to invoke it from
anywhere, using any computer connected to the Internet, at
any time .
A user can highlight portions from various web pages , and
at his option be able to view any combination of his markups
on one page . The user specified option is based upon
dynamic choices — such as a combination of tags , search
words, degree of separation, frequency of interaction with
another user etc. — that he makes . Users can also subscribe
to things of interest to them that are actually generated by the
community at large. For example : a user could be interested
in ‘ politics ' Anytime, any user in the entire system high
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as emailing a link of a particular news articled to another

user , or formatting a news story to be printed . Consistent 25
with an embodiment of the invention , a user interface
object - for example, the “ Highlight It" button 460 — pro-

vides users with a simple mechanism for invoking a highlighting service to work with the web page that is currently
being displayed . By simply selecting the “ Highlight It" 30
button 460 , a request is communicated to the highlighting
service hosted at the highlighting server 416 , thereby invoking the highlighting service . The request may be communi-

cated directly (e.g. , from the web browser to the highlighting
service) or indirectly ( e.g., via a highlighter service agent 35
operating in conjunction with the content provider's web
server ). In any case , the highlighting service allows users to
highlight objects ( e.g. , text and / or images ) on the currently
displayed web page , along with a variety of other related
features and functions. In one embodiment of the invention, 40
highlights can easily be shared with other users . Consequently, the “ Highlight It” button makes it easy for one user
to highlight and share a particular passage in a news article
with another person.
FIG . 27 illustrates an example of a blog web page with a 45
user interface object 462 enabling highlighter functionality
provided by a highlighting service, according to an embodiment of the invention . Like the user interface object 460 of
FIG . 26 , the “ Highlight It" button 462 on the blog web page
of FIG . 27 provides a simple mechanism for invoking a 50
highlighting service to work with the currently displayed
web page . Accordingly, a user can easily invoke a highlighting service to share a blog entry, or a portion of a blog entry,
with another person.
Finally, FIG . 28 illustrates an example of a user profile 55
web page including a user interface object 464 for invoking
a highlighting service, according to an embodiment of the
invention . As illustrated in FIG . 28 , the “ Highlight It " button
enables users of aa social networking site to highlight aspects
of a user's profile, and share the highlights with others . 60

lights, bookmarks, comments, generates

any content

about politics , this new content is shared with the original
user automatically. Users are provided tools like tagging ,
notes , links etc. that allow them to organize their highlights
and portions of interest from other web pages , so that they
can effectively consolidate and retrieve from their own pool
of information . All the various pools of information in turn
contribute to the collective conscious . Empower users to be
able to Retrieve using an intelligent context based upon any
combination of numerous authors ' (including one self's)
highlighted passages of interest, chat logs , tags , com
ments_back & forth : across authors, time - stamps etc .: with
chronological interest shift, saved domains of interest, and
specific interested pages .
Functionalities developed and disclosed are further
described in the succeeding paragraphs.
Highlighting. Highlighted text. Highlighted images .
Bookmarklet to invoke highlighting functionality. Bookmar
klet also checks current page for ( oneself's & others ')
markups, i.e. reliably re -creates highlights on returning to
that page ( assigns a unique encrypted id to each original
highlight ). Also added right click menu items such as :
Highlights- View , Highlights -Hide, Highlight- View -Others ',
View -Notes -All, Highlights -Search, Highlights - Copy, High
lights -Forward, Highlights -Clip, Highlights -Share, High
lights -Search -Similar etc. As an example: Highlights
Additional Details
Search - Similar is a Meta search : invoked by right click &
The instant invention (s ) provide a web -based tool that normal highlight. Allows user to specify which search
in - situ allows users to ( i ) selectively highlight text on any engine ( YAHOO , GOOGLE etc. ) to use . Added a little
web page he visits , and / or (ii ) make various kinds of button at the bottom right and top -right of the browser that
annotations, and collaborations ( e.g. chat) on the pages , 65 does the same thing. Highlighting etc. via Proxy : Invoked
and / or (iii ) optionally share these highlighted pages across highlighted, annotation , chat and other functionalities with
their community and contact list such that chosen recipients out any visible panel AND with a visible panel, without
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installing any custom software, or signing up for the service .

to GOOGLE , NEWSGATOR , BLOGLINES , TYPEPAD ,

By PREPENDING a web address before any web page the

panel comes up , and also by APPENDING . Screen shot with
a visible panel isincluded in the figures. Cookie Conversion :
When an unregistered user converts to a registered user, 5
seamlessly convert all his cookie information into a real
account and transfer all the data over. Saved the highlighted
passages to a database , at user option, saved the entire page
to a database. Custom URL : Created a tiny URL that maps
to the particular highlight, so that it can be emailed amongst 10
contacts . Emailing : Created email such that it shows original
authors highlights & comments . Allowed other users (in
cluding new users ) to comment and highlight in the email
itself. Created a translucent bubble with a marketing mes 15
sage . Created a simple code snippet so that highlighter can
be added to any other web site .
Collaboration . Allowed users to make notes , in - situ , about

each highlight. Collaborators then respond to each annotacollaborators can cite external links . This is just like notes
except this is a field for URLs . Added a mechanism for
flagging comment spam , link spam , etc. Allowed users to
add tags for each highlight. (My tags , recommended tags ,

tion : back & forth . Added another field similar to notes so 20

?

My searches, NETVIBES , I POWER BLOGGER , ROJO ,
PLUCK
Favorites Synchronization and Management: Imported
favorites from other social book marking sites : DEL.I
CIO.US , SIMPY, FURL , SPURL , RAW SUGAR , MAG
NOLIA etc. Then walk the user through his favorites ,
allowing
him to highlight portions on those pages .
The foregoing description of various implementations of
the invention has been presented for purposes of illustration
and description . It is not exhaustive and does not limit the
invention to the precise form or forms disclosed . Further
more , it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the
present invention may find practical application in a variety
of alternative contexts that have not explicitly been
addressed herein . Finally, the illustrative processing steps
performed by a computer - implemented program ( e.g. ,
instructions ) may be executed simultaneously, or in a dif
ferent order than described above , and additional processing
steps may be incorporated. The invention may be imple
mented in hardware, software , or a combination thereof.
When implemented partly in software , the invention may be
embodied as a set of instructions stored on a computer
readable medium . The scope of the invention is defined by

popular tags , etc.) Used auto complete. Popular. Clouds . 25 the claims and their equivalents.
In’tags etc. (also known as my subscriptions ). Built feeds of
tags that as user is interested in : feeds of people that a user
What is claimed is :
is following; feeds of activity in a user's friends circle
1. A computer - implemented method for sharing a portion
without showing who etc. Layering: There is a series of of content using a web browser executing on a computing
check boxes . The user decides for the pagethat he is 30 device, the method comprising the steps of:
currently on -whose highlights , notes , external links, etc. he
receiving a request for a web document;
wants to see : (i) His own ; ( ii) His friends; (iii ) 2nd degree
serving the web document to the web browser;
( friends' ends ) ; (iv ) zrà degree (friends of friends'
displaying the web document in the web browser;
friends), etc .; ( v ) in -network ; (vi ) out - of network only ; ( vii)
enabling a user to select a portion of content within the
All ; (viii ) Happenstance individuals that happen to be work- 35
currently displayed web document wherein the portion
ing on the same web page ; ( ix ) Etc. Presented the user with
of content is selected at the user's discretion ;
creative combinations of the above, and addressed all system - wide privacy issues .
Browser Toolbar : is not viewed as spyware by any of the
popular antivirus programs. Is not a CPU hog . No system 40

displaying to the user a mechanism to share the portion of
content selected by the user ;
enabling the user to share the selected portion of content;
and
without requiring the user of the computing device to
install an additional software component to the web

tray icon — totally non - obtrusive behavior. Provided oneclick access to most of the functionality on the web site .
Search : Empowered users to be able to Retrieve using an
browser in order to accomplish said functionality .
intelligent context based upon any combinations of numer2. The computer -implemented method of claim 1 ,
ous authors ' ( including one self's) highlighted passages of 45 wherein an another user views the portion of content shared
interest, chat logs , tags , comments_back & forth : across by the user without requiring the another user to install
authors, time - stamps etc .: with chronological interest shift , another additional software component to his device .
saved domains of interest, and specific interested pages .
3. The computer -implemented method of claim 1 ,
Applied the same philosophy and indexed the contents of wherein
‘ highlighted ' pages in their entirety and then searched within 50 the user shares the portion of content to at least one of: a
these ' highlighted' pages . Key to the Retrieval is the applisocial network , a group of users , an individual user ,
cation of the layer’ing concept for retrieval of search results .
another website , a webpage, a widget, a database , a
Contacts Import and Management: Imported address

book from : YAHOO , GMAIL , HOTMAIL , AOL , OUTLOOK , OUTLOOK EXPRESS, REDIFF, BAIDU , SKYPE , 55

storage repository; and /or

the user uses at least one of: email , instant message , web
post , text message , rich media message , SMS , rich text,

ICQ , etc. Used plug - in for OUTLOOK & OUTLOOK
or another known method of information exchange for
EXPRESS . Managing this contact list on my database
sharing; and /or
server . This unique invention is key develop the layers for
a hyperlink is included with the content shared by the
user.
each user.
LiteRolls : A beautiful text window that shows the title , 60 4. The computer -implemented method of claim 1 ,
static URL , and static , or scrolling highlighted passages that wherein the portion of content selected by the user is
user has highlighted in the recent past . (Recent past is a comprised of at least one of: text , image , video , or audio ;
user -defined preference ). The user can also specify which and / or the user can add an annotation to the portion of
data fields to display, and which ones not , as well as pick content and / or modify the selected portion of content prior
from various different functional and aesthetic elements . 65 to sharing.
Simple copy - paste to add this to user's web page , blog etc.
5. The computer- implemented method of claim 1 ,
Works with : Email Alerts, XML RSS 2.0 , MY YAHOO , Add wherein the user shares the selected portion of content with
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another platform , and the decision on who can view the plished using the Application Programming Interfaces
shared portion of content is made by a subset of: the user, the ( APIs ) provided by another entity.
platform , and another user.
16. The computer system containing computer executable
6. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , instructions of claim 12 , wherein the content portion
wherein if the size of the selected portion of content is 5 selected by the user is comprised of at least one of: text ,
calculated to be larger than a defined value : the portion of image , video , audio ; or based upon the size of the selected
content is automatically reduced in size ; and /or a represen- content portion by the user, the content portion is reduced in
tation of the portion of content is shared .
size and / or a representation of the content portion is shared ;
7. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , or
the user shares the content portion with another platform ,
wherein
the
sharing
comprises
including
associated
infor10
and
the decision on who can view the shared content portion
mation comprised of a subset of: a link to the original is made by a subset of: the user, the platform , and another
internet document that the portion of content was displayed
; or the sharing is accomplished using an Application
in , the title of the web page that the portion of content was user
Programming
( API) provided by an another entity ;
selected from , a representation of the web page that the or the user canInterface
add
an
to the content portion
portion of content was selected from , an abbreviation of the 15 and / or modify the selectedannotation
content portion prior to sharing;
portion of content or another associated information .
8. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , or a hyperlink is included with the shared content portion.
17. An apparatus containing computer executable instruc
wherein an aggregation of all portions of content shared by
37

various users is tracked and utilized to derive analytics.
tions using a web browser executing on a computing device,
9. The computer -implemented method of claim 1 , 20 without requiring a user of the computing device to install a
wherein a special URL is provided to the user, which leads software component to the web browser, the apparatus
to , at least one of: (i ) the web document, (ii ) the selected comprises:
portion of content, or (iii ) a version of the web document.
instructions for receiving a request for an internet docu
10. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 ,
ment;
wherein the sharing is accomplished using an Application 25 instructions for serving the internet document to the web
Programming Interface ( APIs ) provided by another entity.
11. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 ,

wherein a targeted advertisement is served to one or more
users utilizing at least one of: the portion of content that was
shared , the web content that the portion was selected from , 30
history of the portions of contents shared by the user, history
of the portions of content viewed by the user, trends of
content viewed by the user, and trends of content viewed by
some aggregation of users.

browser ; and

instructions for displaying the internet document in the
web browser ;
instructions to select a content portion and instructions to
share the content portion, comprising:
instructions for enabling the user to select a content
portion within the currently displayed internet docu
ment wherein the user selected content portion is

selected at the user's discretion ;
12. A computer system containing computer executable 35
instructions
for displaying to the user a mechanism to
instructions executing on a computing device, without need
share
the
user selected content portion; and
ing a user of a web browser to install a custom software
instructions for enabling the user to share the user
component, and being displayed on a display device for the
selected content portion .
web browser, comprising:
18.
The apparatus containing computer executable
instructions for receiving a request for an internet docu- 40 instructions
of claim 17 , wherein the shared content includes
ment in the web browser ;
a
shortened
version of a link such as a uniform resource
instructions for servicing the request for the internet locator that incorporates
useful information associated with
document; and
the content, and / or with the user, and / or with another user.
displaying the internet document in the web browser;
19. The apparatus containing computer executable
wherein instructions for executing the content portion 45 instructions
of claim 17 , wherein the user can add an
sharing functionality, comprising :
annotation
to
content portion and / or modify the selected
instructions for enabling the user to select a content content portiontheprior
to sharing.
portion within the currently displayed internet docu
20.
The
apparatus
containing computer executable
ment;

instructions of claim 17 , wherein an another user views the
instructions for automatically displaying a mechanism 50 portion
shared by the user without requiring the
to enable a sharing mechanism of the content portion another ofusercontent
to
install
another additional software compo
selected by the user ;
nent
to
his
device
;
and
/
or
wherein the user shares the portion
instructions responsive to a user selection activating the of content to a combination
comprising one or more of: a
sharing mechanism ; and
social network , a group of users, an individual user, another
instructions for sharing the content portion selected by 55 website
, a webpage , a widget , a database , a storage reposi
the user .
; and / or wherein the user uses a combination comprising
13. The computer system containing computer executable tory
of: email, instant message , web post , text
instructions of claim 12 , wherein an another user viewing one or more
, rich media message , SMS , rich text , or another
the shared content portion does not need to install another message
known method
of information exchange for sharing; and / or
custom software component to his device in order to view 60 wherein
aa hyperlink is included with the content shared by
the content portion shared by the user .
user ; and / or wherein the portion of content selected by
14. The computer system containing computer executable the user
is comprised of at least one of: text , image , video,
instructions of claim 12 , wherein an aggregation of all the
or
audio
;
user can add an annotation to the portion
content portions shared by various users is tracked and of contentandand/ or/the
or modify the selected portion of content
65
utilized to derive analytics.
15. The computer system containing computer executable prior to sharing.
*
*
instructions of claim 12 , wherein the sharing is accom

